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CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF PROBLIM 
PURPOSI OF THE STUDY 
This study is an attempt to indicate statistically the prognostic 
value of the Differential Agtitude Tests1 in relation to achievement in 
first-year vocational bookkeeping on the secondary public school level. 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The cases for the stu¢1 numbering eighty-five, include all the 
girls enrolled in the first-year vocational bookkeeping classes of New-
bu.rypor£ High School, Newburyport, Massachusetts, and the girls of one 
class piCked at random from the fi rst-year vocational bookkeeping 
classes of Amesbur7 High School, .Ame sbury, Massachusetts, during the 
school yesr 1949-1950. Each of t hese schools is a four-year senior high 
school with an enrollment of approximately six hundred pupils. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
Need for prognosis. Guidance workers are hopefully searching for 
research reports on objective prognostic instruments to aid them in the 
most difficult task of estimating a person's aptitudes before advising 
1 George X. Bennett, Harold G. Seashore, and .Alexander G. Weamen, 
Differentia! Aptitude Tests, The Psychological Corporation, New York, 1947. 1 
1 
I 
II 
II 
on course selection. Volues have been vrittea oa the subJect of prog-
DOsis alone • . jlvin C. Burich and. Leo J'. Cain, in writing on the subJect 
of pro &nOBis in r.'onroet s1 ·hqc1o.ve4:1a of !4,ucat1op•l lie••arch• point 
ou:t the popular appeal of the subject in educational literature and add. 
that it coYers the pool of inforaation aucl •thod.s contributed to 110dern 
education by this scientific ace to r.,lace the older uthods of fortune-
telling. 
In the aall8 volume of Mo.nroet s, 2 llu.rich aDd Caia explain that in 
mode:rn education progD081s iD.Yolvea the prediction of future accompU.sh.-
ments oa the basis of acCUl'ate records of pas~ aDd present behaYior. 
~.., further add, 1 GenerallT speaking, the more restricted the r&Dge of 
behavior, the more aceurate the prediction.• 
:Jurich and Cain further point out in the saae volue the depencleace 
of eclueators on scientific prognosis in planning school pro~• for 
each child: 
!he newer practices in elementar,r education aDd more reeentl7 ia 
aecoDd.ar7 and higher education de 110t decrease the D.ceaai t7 for 
more accurate me8Jls of pre41ction. As a aatter of fact. thq aake 
illiperative the use of the most accurate Mana &Ya1lable. !'!lese 
newer practi~s involve a conception of u ecmcational a7etem that 
will proTide for a ma:diiiWD deYelopment of each child ia tel'lla of 
interests and capui tiea and net in terms or a given bodJ' of ab-
Ject matter. !his purpose cannot be accoapliehed WithGat adequate 
techni~es for determining the variet7 of intereata and capacities 
that give promise for the future. In the older programs it vas 
possible to set up a course of studT in teras of nbJect matter 
1 Walter s. J.Tenroe, hc;yclgedia of Educatt,epal Research• !'he 
MacMillan Co. • llew York, 1941. P• us. 
- 2 Ibid •• It• 838. 
3 Ibid., P• 843. 
I 
J 
~-.~ _ _.=._-:.=- ---=--
without much reference to the child being taught. The newer 
programs &re wholly dependent upon the extent to which it is 
possible to look into the future to ascertain which abilities 
are worth developing. In terms of the trends in American edn-
cation, educational prognosis is essential to the point of 
determining the nature of the educational program for each child. 
~ed for research on mu1tiple §Ptitude teGts. The need for this 
1 type of research is indicated by Shaffer in such statements as, "The 
publication of the Differential Aptitude Tests is a maJor psychometric 
event," on the one hand, and then, 11A.l.tho'Q€h there are many immediate 
applications for tests of this type, much research is needed on the val-
idity of profiles for predicting various sorts of educational and voca-
tional success." 
In appraising the Differentia! Aptitude Teste Oottle2 writes in 
detail, pointing out further validation studies should be made to reen-
force and supplement the authors' claims of the validity of the inst~ 
ment. Moreover, although he cautions counselors against drawing final 
conclusions from D.A.T. test results based on inadequate data now avail-
able, he recommends the wide use of the tests if only for the purpose 
of reporting findings in literature. 
Cottle3 continues his comments on the Differentia! Aptitu4e Tests 
as follows: 
••• the efficiency of prediction in educational and vocational 
1 Laurence Shaffer, "Differential Aptitude !rests, 11 Journal of 
Consyltant Pszchologz, Vol. 12, January-February, 1948, p. 62. 
2 William c. Cottle, "Differential Aptitude Testea Some Comente," 
~cgupationt- Vol. 26, March, 1948, P• 345. 
3 Ibid., P• 345. 
==·= 
II 3 
' 
==~--~~=============================== 
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counseling on the baaia of these tests in the present etage of 
develop!DBnt would appear to depend on the amount of counaelbc 
e2perien0e, .ental ability, and errata! }lil ability possessed 
by the counselor using thea. 
!he anthora1 of the ;121fferentiel. ='Pti tJ.!e !eats .justif;r the place 
of these instruments in progDOsis in the upper grades as follovsz 
At the early school le-nle eincle score teste, loaded Vi th verbal 
content or with itella predictive of reading abilit7, provide a 
good measure for gracle plac•ent and other pidaaoe purposes. 
1 
I 
However, as. the upper cracl.ee and the high school levels are reached. i'; 
sueh tests become lese effective, more ~ecific teste Jielding 
differential information concerning abili Uea are required for 11 
good adminiatratiYe and guidance work. jl 
!heyB further point out the value of . theae testa in the counMliag 
prOCJ'&IDl 
The i•rtant fact is tha·t when the student comes for couneeling, 
he haa a certain 81110UDt of aptitude for various cu.rricala or 
Yocations-the adviaor• s taslt is to discover what the amount is. 
and to counsel accordingl.;r. !l.'he lU.ffereD.tial Apti'M! !etta have 
been devised to •uure aptitudes from this standpoint. Their 
intended role,- is to assist the counselor in discovering the e~ 
I
I 
I 
I 
II 
jl 
dent' e potentie.li ties for the IRaJq' fields of endeav~r in which 
performance on testa· BU.ch as these 1a predictive of learning auccess. I 
The athore3 ~ the D!Uerentiel Alatitu4t Zeeta encourage the use I 
of these testa in BU.ch etate•enta ass 
••• the Differential Jptitude feats are in the trend toward .ulti-
ple ll8ai!Rll'ement of multiple abilities tor purposes of educational 
and vocational guidance and for emplo1J1ent selection. 
1 Oeorce X. ~ennett, Harold G. Seashore, u4 .A.leDJUler G. w ....... 
•Di~terentlal .Apti tucle Tests, • Mann•', The ~sychologlcal Corp. • llew York, 
1947, P• .a...a. 
2 Ibid., P• j.3. 
3 Ibid., P• ~3. 
4 
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I 
1 !hey further claim that the goodness ot the D.J.. !. has been proven 
stat1ai1call7 b7 pointing out that the teats 11 give promlee of providing 
o4equate relilbilitr of aeaeureaent in reaeon&ble testinc periods,• and 
that the batteey aea8\U'e different aptl~es as shown b7 the 1 eutt1ei-
entl7 1U intereorrelatlons, 1 aa4 tllat the instruaents are 1 yal.1d :au-
dictor• for a large Tariet7 of educalional curricula and Tocationel 
fields. 11 
2 BoweTer, the authors of the D • .&.. !1'. 4o admit t:h.e need tor vide-
apread research in Talidating the tests as predictors, vhich require 
7ears of work, realising that ia the last 81l&l.ys1a the ~·· of test-
ing is to provide information which will aid in predicting future 
achievement. 
!raxler3 explains the relationship of Taliclit7 to prognoe1s and 
points out the need for more research data on the prognostic Talue of 
!'he valid! t7 of a measurement device mu.st be determined from the 
standard of the use to which the deTioe i• to be put. Aa in•tru,. 
aent aq have high valic1it7 for one purpose but little or no 
val.1d1 t;y tor other purposes. Jroa a coun•eling standpoint the 
validity of a teet clepends almost entirely on prognostic value-
ita usefulness in predicting success in future echleational. or 
Tocatioftal. uadertald~~~:a. With few exceptions, rttearch 4ai& u 
jU_progoetlc Jalu! .it test• desiged m 1ndiv14nel lllQrai•a1 
.1£1 ipedeguate. 
1 Ibid., P• A-4. 
2 Ibid., P• 1-1. 
3 Arthur E. fraxler, 111Waluat1on of Methods of Individual Jppraisal 
in Couneellnc, • Ocgpatiops. Vol. 26, ll'oYember. 1947, PP• 8s-89. 
5 
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Need foracreening for vocational bookketping class!§. Ma.ey educe.-
tors have expressed their views pro and con on the subject of the place 
of bookkeeping in the high school curriculum. .U though Zell1ot1 be-
lieves in building the bookkeeping course of stud¥ with general educ~ 
tional values in mind, he recognizes that bookkeeping or accounting has 
been the core subject i n the commercial curriculum since the introduction 
of business education in our school program on all levels. Since its 
introduction in the first American high school in 1824, bookkeeping has 
been in the curriculum of senior high sChools in most parts of the 
country. 
Zellio-t 2 further points out that even though m~ changes have taken 
pla.ce in the development in business procedures, the vocational value of 
bookkeeping can not be denied, especially for those whose aptitudes and 
interests indicate success in the field of bookkeeping and accounting. 
In relation to screening f or vocational bookkeeping classes, Zelliot3 
admits the value of providing separate classes for those students inter-
ested in the educational values of bookkeeping, and other selected 
classes for those whose chief interest is in the vocational aspect of 
bookkeeping, however, he points out the difficulties in the smaller 
schools that would prohibit such divisions and adds, 11 ••• (there 1 s the 
difficulty of knowing how to make the segregation of students . ) 11 
1 Ernest A. Zelliot, 11 High School :Bookkeeping Objectives," The 
Journal of Business Education, Vol. 20, March, 1945, P• 13. 
2 Ibid., P• 13. 
3 Ibid., p. 14. 
Would a valid scientific instrument erase this difficulty of "knowing 
how to make . the segregat1ont 11 
Puckettl points out the practical need for provi41ng opportunities 
for vocational trainiDC on the high · school level: 
Since approximately ~of high s chool graduates do not continue 
in college, the purpose of the high school busin.ess prograa should 
be two fold: (l) to provide an opportuni t7 fer students to ac-
quire skilla and knowledges which mq be uaed aa tools to earn a 
living in the functional area of business; (2) to provide opportu.-
ni ties for all 70uth to acquire general infttrmation which will bet-
ter fit them to take their place in the economic ad acetal life of 
their coJIIIJIDlit7. 
Since the uumber of vocational courses offered on the high school 
level is limited, the few, suCh as bookkeeping, must Justif7 their •~ 
iatence b7 meettna the primal'7 purpose of training to earn a living. 
~ingham comments at le~h on the topic of occupational Choices. 
To the present writer the following qnotation ~esta careful screening 
tor. vocational training in business: 
The occa.pational ehoicee of pupile in school and at time of leaving 
show an undul7 large proportion of expressed preferences for the 
more common clerical occapations. Huge uambers choose to prepare 
for t)oping and ateno~apbT. The occmpation of \ookkeepiJlC, also 
popular, emibi ts perhaps the moat startling disparity between 
preferences and opportunities. There are reported to be at the 
present time about aa maDT student• who have elected to stuq 
bookkeeping aa there are bookkeepers in the count17l ObTiousl7 
a large m~ority of these students will never earn a livelihood at 
keeping books or accounting. They ~~q use their knuwled8e to eome 
extent in other occupations; kt the7 should. at least have a second 
string to their bow. It is a counselor' • privilege to help those 
with 11 ttle or no aptitude for w.ch clerical work to ascertain the 
1 Cecil Puckett, "Trend.• in ~usineas lldueation," D.A. Journfll. 
Jebru.a17, 1950, P• 135. 
2 Welter Van D7ke Bingham, Amtttwtea pd A1)titud! Testing, Harper 
& ~rothers Publishers~ ltew York, 1937, P• 143. 
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I fact aoae Uae before the7 f'ini sh their schooling. and to turn 
their attention toward stores or gardens or factories where there 
1 are occupations which mq prove to be for them more prollidng. 
I Nicholal recognizes ~ the importance of Yocational training on the 
high aehool level and pointe out the necessit7 of improving vocational 
business education on the high school level if it is to justif7 its 
placement. Perhaps one aid in this process of modernization or improve-
ment might be a scientific instrument which could be used for proper 
placement of students not onl7 in the sChool curriculum. but on the Job. 
Along the same line of' thought Forkner2 points out that DI.8DT take 
business sabJects for their exploratory value and for general education, 
but at the same time he agrees that more selective procedures should be 
emplo7ed for those who atud7 high school subJects for vocational pur-
poses. 
In conclusion it mo.st be admitted that bookkeeping classes are 
often filled with pupils who do not have the interest, the aptitude, nor 
the temperament for success in the course. This re81ll.ts in low achieve-
ment ,reeords and discouragemant. Since the maJor aim of bookkeeping in 
the high school mnst still remain vocational if the course is to justif7 
ita existence, it is ~arent that selection of bookkeeping students 
through guidance is essential so that those atudying the course would be 
onl7 the oDes who would profit from the e~erience and make the grade in 
1 F.G. Bichola, "Vocational ~raining Problems When the War Bnda," 
The Buainest Education World, Tol. 24, October, 1943, P• 86. 
2 Bamden L • . Forkner. "Vocational ~aiDing Problems When the War 
Ends, 11 ~ Busiuess Edaeation World. Vol. 24, October, 1943, P• 86. 
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terms of occupational competency. Azq obJective instrument that could 
be made available to help the guidance worker screen would-be failures, 
and by failure this writer means a grade below the traditional 11 C,• and 
to cu!de them into fields in line with their interests and aptitudes 
would be, in the opinion of this writer, a maJor contribution to gu.id,.. 
ance. !his writer sees no obJection in providing a special bookkeeping 
course for personal or general business use, but such a course should be 
ao labeled and separated from the ToeationaJ. bookkeeping program. 
PROCmm:Bl 
GeneraJ,. The general procedure in the rest of this stud¥ includes 
a reTiew of research most pertinent to this stud7 in Chapter II, in 
whieh a definition of aptitude testing in general and the me8Dinc of 
multiple aptitude testing is formulated. Specifical~, it includes re-
search in the use of the Differential .Aptitude Tests as applied to book-
keeping, and research on other aptitude tests in relation to bookkeeping. 
This review of research is followed with specific procedures ia gather-
ing and treatment of data in Chapter III, the results of the stu~ in 
Chapter IT, . and canclusions and recoDIDendations in Chapter V. 
Statistical• ~e results of the variables and the criterion have 
been treated statistically and degrees Gf relationship have been found 
between eaCh of the parts of the Differential Agtitqde Tests and betwe~n 
each of the Differential Jptipgde Tetts and combinations of these tests 
·and grades in vocational first-7ear ·bookkeeping on the aecond.a.r7 public 
J school level for the first quarter and the year's average. ~e parts o~ 
II 
9 
the Differential A.ptitud.e Tetts are Verbal Reasoning, IUMrical. Abili t7, 
Abetract Beasoning, Space Relations, Mechanical Reasoning, Clerical 
Speed and Aecu.raq, Language Usage- ! : Spelling, and La:ngo.ege Ueage-II : 
Sentences. Regression equations are al8o included in this studT. 
Rm-STATEMENT OJ PROBLEM 
The intent is to further validate the prognostic values of the 
I 
1 Differential .ApUtude Tests. The stud7 is 11111 ted to a statistical re-
li port of the predictive Talue of the D.A..T. in relation to first-7ear 
II TOC&tional bookkeeping 1a public aeoondar7 aohoolo and baSed on e1ght7-
li :1'1n girls selected from two high schools w1 th 8lll'Olblaat of &r011lld 
1 six hundred each. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED :USE.UCH 
Periodicals cd books are replete vi th reports of studies on the 
subJect of the prognostic values of individual tests and combinations 
of teats in relation to success in school work or on the job. However, 
as a result of researeh, this liri ter has eome to the conclusion that 
there is more interest in attempting to predict success in academic sub-
jeets which prepare for college, success en the college level, and sue-
1: 
I 
cess on the Job, with little or no regard of the student whose vocational j 
training ast end vi th the high school diploma and who 1111st begin eara-
ing a li't'ing as soon as he graduates from high school. 
Earlier in this stu~ a qmotation from PaCkett1 was cited to point 
out that ~ of high school graduates do not continue in college, ther..:. 
fore the high school )ueiness program should provide training in skills 
and k:nowled&e which mq be used as tools to earn a liVinc, ait.d prGvide 
general information for all 7outh to help them in adJusting themselves 
to the social and economic life of thel·r colll!l\Uli t7. ~eae 60~ need 
scienUfic guidance in assigning them to courses in line w1 th their abil-
ities, interests, and aptitudes. 
1 Loc. cit. 
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On the ~bJect of sCholasti c aptitude iu relation to the business 
field, and especially bookkeeping, Wa111 attempts to correct the Ilia-
conception that if' a child does not succeed in the college cvricul.um_ 
the co1111ereial field is the place for hia. He points out that there ia 
a definite place for scholastic aptitude testa in meaauring aptitudes in 
the bueiness field becanse the reading Skills the, measure sad the uee 
et 1~ ere Just ae aecessar,r in training for the field of buaiaess 
as in other fields. Wall does not minimise the importance of arit~ 
metic skills in relation to bookkeeping. e1nce the bookkeeper must be 
able to displq aptness in the use of figures, but he reiterates that 
the larger problema of the bookkeeper or the accountant are aot necessar-
il7 solved vi th the use of figure a, but b7 a :tnowlel!ge and application 
of theories which he haa absorbed from pages of words rather than f1gu.rea.
1 
In line with this observation, he advise a that in &Uid.ing students there 11 
should be more emphasis on the relation between scholastic aptitude and 
success in business. Fa.rthermore, in counaeling, atu.dente llhould ae 
.ade to realise that there are opportUDities in commerce that reqmlre 
~e t7.Pe of intellectual 8bilit7 ao often associated exclusivel7 with 
liberal arts sad professional tra1Dinc. 
As guidance workers begin to reoopise the aeed of scientific ae-
lection of students for business couraes, whiCh ahould reduce the prae-
tice of assigniDg . a child to the buli~a.eas course oD17 because he doea 
1 John H. Wall, Ufeating All Busineas Aptitudes,• ;he Joprpal of 
Businest Education, Vol. 34, J8.'11JJ.Ar7• 1949, P• 14. 
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aot Show the aptitudes necessar.r for ~ccesa in the college eurricul~ 
there will probabl7 appear more research studies on the subJect of apti-
tude testiDg in relation to neceaa ill business au.bJeeis, neh aa boo~ 
keeping, on the high school level. l'rom aueh research studies aq ap-
pear valid scientific instruments that ll8l' predict mccess or failure 
in the business courses, as the case ll81' be, thus saving ihe student 
from failure and discouragement because of wrong course selection. 
DmFINITIOU OF APTI~IS 
Before reporting -on statistical research related to this atudT, 
it seems appropriate first to qaote selected anthorities in the field 
of testing on the meaniag of aptitudes in general aDd differential psy-
Chology, and in ~ to formulate a statement of the relationship 
between aptitudes and differential pqcholog. 
1 De;Cinitioa of aptituaes 1• ceneral. :SiDgham SWIIDlarizes the •an-
ing of aptitude as follows: 
jptitude, then, is a condition ~tomatic of a person's relatiTa 
fitness, -of . vhich one easential aspect is his readiness to acquire 
proficienq-his potential abilit7-ancl another is his reatiness 
to denlop an interest in exereisiD& that abil1t7. ~one vllo has 
come to a clear realisation of his capacities, his informed inter-
ests, ad the nature of the occupations he is considering, haa 
achieved some bade for appraieing the relative strencth of his 
aptitudes. 
In r•gard to measuring a person• s aptitudes, Bingham2 warns: 
To repeat: 
plishment. 
aptitude tests do not direct17 measure futve accom-
fhe7 make no such pretense. The7 measure perforaance. 
1 Op. cit., p. 18. 
2 Op. cit., P• 22. 
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Then, a am .u bth&Iior, ll.U1.&m9: present !A lmnyn h b. JD-
potomotic of ·future potentialities, the test data ~17 a means 
of estimating .those potentialities. The eetimate iA necetsar11l 
a Hmi ·At probabilitiee Wz• 
Murse111 cantions against misinterpreting the meaning of aptitudes. 
He considers aptitudes as 11~c trends of the whole personality," 
rather than 1 faeul ties or un1 tary mental entities. • 
Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich2 criticise aptitude tests because 
they point out that the tests are constructed to measure the ind1T1dual's I 
potenUeliUea· in ter~~• of the inherUed al>iUUes OD4 pnerel upert ... ce, ,l
1 
disregarding the abilities from specific training or education. ! 
Hu113 shows the relationship between aptitude testing and prognosis I 
when he points out in his Mtitude TestiP«, that the usef'ulJLess of apti-
tude tests rests in the extent that they can forecast the indiTidual's 
aptitudes to enable him to choose a YOeation that will correspond to his 
maximum potentiality. 
Traxler4' tollows the same line of reasoning when he states: 
One•· a tq;~ti tudes are one• s potentialities for success in gi'Yen areas, 
but these depend on both inborn characteristics an4 experience. 
1 J811les L~ Mursell, Pgycholod.cal Testing, Longmans, Green and 
Co., New York, 1947, P• 210. 
2 Bar17 A. Greene, · .Albert I. Jorgensen, and J. Ra7Jllond Gerberich, 
Mtyurement and EvaJ.uatlon in the Segondarx Sc;hoo1, Longmans, Green and 
Co., New York, 1943, P• 49. 
3 Clark L • . Hull, Aptitude Teating, World Book Co., Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York, 1928. p. · 49. 
4 Arthur E. !rra:.der, "llYaluation of .Aptitude and Aehie'Yement i a 
GW.dance Program, 11 lllducat1opal · anc1 Pvch91orleal. Mea.aurement, Vol. ·~· , 
l'o. 1, Spring, 1946, P• 4. 
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It is not possible to separate the influences of hered.it7 and 
enviroDilent upon aptitud.e, no• would this kind of separation 
be of practical importance in the prediction of success, even 
if 1 t could be made. 
lrom the foregoing, it would seem that teat authorities are in ge~ 
eral. a&reement on the definition of aptitwles as ones potential. power to 
,, 
I 
I ,, 
I 
I! 
succeed in a given area as predicted from presented. performance tested on 11 
the basis of heredi t7, general experience, and. specific tra1DiJl8. lrom 
the point of view of this stud7, to vhat extent is it possible to predict I 
II 
success in fir8t-7ear high school vocational bookkeepil18 on the baais of : 
perforaoaee on a batter,r of tests, oueh aa the D1trerent11l Aptitgde ZJ•t•f l 
Dif:f'erentiel ptXcholoO' ill relatipn !2. l!lUltiple aptitud.e ''sUng. 
On the subJect of differential ps7chology Hull1 vri tea in the lo1l1]1.8l 
Sl1. Psreholoq: 
!he first and better kDown a~ect of differential ps7Chology has 
generall7 come to be know b7 the name of indiTidnaJ differences. 
This is ellinent17 appropriate Bince it deals with the differences 
among individuals. Similsrl7 we shall call this second and neg-
lected phase of differential psycholo'7 trait differences, since 
it deals with the 41:f'ferences ameng traits. 
As a result of a stud3' baaed on tMrt7-five complete series of 
test scores on one hundred seven first-78ar high schoolstudents Hull2 
I 
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! concludes in the same article in the Journal ~ Ps:r9hology. 
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The indication seems to be prett7 Clear that the distribution ot 
talent within an individual follows the normal law in exa.ct17 the 
same sense that distribution of individual differencee do, and 
presnmabl7 with the same implications. 
1 Clark L. Hull, 11Variabili t7 in .Amount of Different Traits Pos-
sessed b7 the Individual," Journal. of Educational Ps:rc;holoq, Vol. 18 , 
Jebrua17 • 1927 • P• 97. 
2 Ibid., P• 102. 
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As to the problem of the extent of trait differences as compared 
with the magnitude ~f individual differences, Hull1 makes an important 
contribution on the topic of differential paychologr when he reports 
a further conclusion drawn from his stud7 reported above: 
As might easily have been antieipated,---the magnitude of trait 
variability is very considerable. While it differs from one iJl.-
dividual to another the trait variability aTerage for all sabJecta 
taken together ia 6.33 points as compared with a group Tariability 
of 7. 
The third problem under differential paycholog seems to be, ac-
eording to Hull, 2 whether or not people are equally Tariable in the 
amounts of the various talents each possesses. He concludes from the 
s811e stud7 reported in the Jouraal. .!J1 Pqehology; 
The reaulta reYeel a ver,y marked difference among individuals 
aa to their trait variability. !he smallest ' variability yields 
a S.D. of 4.3 whereas the greatest variability runs up to 9.09, 
an increase of 111 per cent. 
In another report on the subJect of differential ps7chology, Bull 
and Limp3 conclude that the value of differential pqchology does not 
rest only on determining present differences amon& individuals, but 
_,re important, it mst be able to forecast differences in the extent 
of abilities, traits, or aptitudes within the indivichlal. How IIU.Ch 
more succesatul will an indiVidual be in a giTen ~ocation than in II8DT 
other vocation• vhieh he maT see fit to consider before he makes a 
1 Ibid., P• 102. 
2 Ibid., P• 105. 
3 Clark L. Hull and Charles lll. Limp, "The Differentiation of the 
Aptitudes ot an Individual by MeaJls of Test Batteries, • The Jpprpel of 
Educational Ps7chology, Vol. 16, Febl'Ual71 1825, P• 73. 
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final ehoice'l Hull and Limp claim that a scientific 'VOCational guidance 
will never be realized until this question can be answered on the basis 
of valid scientific instruments. 
In snmmarising a stu~ made to explore the possibilities of dif-
:f'erentiel. prediction, Hull and Limp1 conclude in the Jourpal Qt Educa-
tiona1 Payehologr: 
Group test scores and aptitude criterion scores were available 
for 73 first-7ear high school studenta. Aptitude test batteries 
were organized for shorthand, tn>ewri Ung, llngl.i ah, and Algebra. 
These batteries correlated with their criteria to the extent of 
.51, .el, .65, and .74, respectively. When these teat batteries 
were emplo7Bd to estimate the natve and extent of the differences 
between a person' a aptitude to do one thing and a second thing, 
the correlation coefficients were less: .17, .23, .311 .42, and 
.50. This shows that to diatinft\Uih the various degrees of dif-
ferent and more difficult thing than ttl distinguish the various 
8Dlounts of a single aptitude in different persons. But the studT 
does show that there probably are real differences in the aptitude 
of individuals for such siailar acti'Yities as learning the sub-
jects tau.ght in high school. The stuq suggests that a scientific 
vocational guidance JII8T oe realized by melting forecasts on numer-
ous tn>e vocations from JD8ll1' test batteries made up from various 
combinations and weightings of a relatively ~1 DUmber of ori-
ginal test scores. 
. Rull2 points out in his book, Aptitude ~eating, that differential 
pqchology is the basis for aptitude testing. 
Ru113 further points out the place of batteries of tests in apti-
tude testing in his book b7 explaining, 1 Indeed, wherever a single teat 
un1 t is employed tor aptitude purposes, the phenomenon ~ be regarded 
1 Ibid., P• sa. 
2 Op. cit •• P• 7. 
3 Op. cit., P• 64. 
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as merely one of transition." In fact he considers aptitude testing 
synonymous with testing by means of batteries of tests. 
In summarizing the meaning of differential psychology and its 
relation to aptitude testing, it seems appropriate to recapitulate 
at this point that individuals differ one from another, that traits or 
talents or aptitudes within an individual follow the same pattern of 
differences as the pattern of differences among individuals. Although 
these differences within an individual are more difficult to measure, 
it has been proven that such differences do exist. Fo.rthermore, there 
are differences among individuals in the variability of the amounts of 
the various talents each possesses, which means that eve~y individual 
does not have the same profile of trait differences~ 
It seems only logical that recognition and understanding of dif-
ferential psychology must be accompanied with valid instruments to 
measure these differences_ if differential psychology is to make a 
practical contribution to education. Furthermore, since persons do dif-
fer within themselves, it seems necessary to provide a battery of 
scientific instruments designed to measure families of traits from 
which predictions of future accomplishments can be drawn. Even thouch 
such predictions may be not~ng more than patterns pointing out broad 
areas of aptitudes, an individual will still have at his command some 
scientific basis on which to make decisions when he is ready to invest 
time and money in his chosen occupation. 
II 
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in first-year bookkeeping classes in senior high schools. Note that 
the N in the two studies is practically the aame--83 for the Gloucester 
study and 85 for the present study. Whereas the anthors of the D.A.T. 
based their study on grade ten pupils, the present study includes a few 
grade eleven and grade twelve girls mixed in the group of grade ten 
girls. You will also note in later pages that the present writer used 
raw scores for comparison purposes instead of percentile rank employed 
in the report below. Whereas the Gloucester r 1 s were computed on the 
basis of course grades earned for the year, the present study reports 
one set of r ' e based on grades for the first ~arter and another set 
based on the grades earned for the year. ~oth studies were made on the 
basis of Form A of the D.A.T: 
QQ.rrelation g! ~ Percenti.le RAnk:s s4 Qo.urse Gx:MeJ! 
(Grade 10- Gloucester High ichool- Gloucester. Mass.) 
DAT 
Verbal Reasoning 
Numerical Ability 
Abstract Reasoning 
Space Relation 
Mechanical Reasoning 
Clerical s. & A. 
LU - I: Spelling 
LU - II: Sentences 
~ook:keeping 
r 
.26 
.53 
.22 
.28 
-.01 
.09 
.29 
.42 
Girls 
(N : 83) 
Mdn. Score 
(Form A) 
14 
11 
24 
25 
17 
56 
40 
28 
OTHER PBEDICTORS IN RELATION TO HIGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING 
There are studies reported on the relation of batteries of tests 
to first-year accounting on the college level and also on a higher level, 
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but this writer has not found aQ7 other studies based on the prognostic 
values of psychological tests in relation to senior high school first-
Jear bookkeeping. 
A stud1' made b7 Forsgren1 on the college leTel is reported here 
with the thought of compa1"1ng the rant;e of r' s obtained by Jorsgren be-
tween a series of tests and freshman accounting grades and the r' s fo'Wl4 
in the present stu~ between a batter,v of tests and first~J•ar book-
keeping p-ad.ea for a high school group. She made a stuc!T of the pre-
dicUve value of certain measures in relation to freshmSZL accounting 
grades at the Boston Un1versit7 College of ius1ness Administration. She 
used '· eighteea test variables and reported correlation coefficients 
ranging from .f..09 to /..25, and -.09 to •• 40. 
Returning to the aecondar,r school level, Segel2 made a stu~ of 
a mul.tiple-apUtude test batter,v desiped to test word fiuencJ, language 
fluencJ, reaaonin&e apatial relation and mechanical aptitudes. !his 
batte17 vas adapted from aptitude tests in the War Department. Segel 
concludes from this ttudl' that a mul.Uple-aptitude teat of this tJPe ia 
of value for diagnosing weaknesses and strengths and in prognostic vork. 
lor thi a reason he believes that such tests will JDa.rk the next important 
step of measurement at the aeeond.ar)r school lnel. He recognizes that a 
1 Ruth B. Jorsgren, 11 Significanoe of Selected Measures with Rela-
tion to FreahaaD-Accounting Achievement," Unpublished Rd. M. !heats, 
Boston Univerait7 School of Edacation, 1949, 45 pp. 
2 .D~d Segel, "!be Validit7 of a Multiple Apti~de Teat at the 
Secondar,v School LeTel•" Educat1ona1 and Psychologica1 Meargremen). Vol. 
7, •o. 4, Winter, 1947, PP• 695-704. 
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prognostic teat for a specific high school ~bject is the moat Yalid 
for predicting success in the nbJect inYolYed, but he belieYea that be-
caaee of the large auaber of subjects on the high school leTel, and be-
cause he sees a need for prognostic tests in general areas, he thiDka the 
gorih in the use of propostic tests to predict success or failure in 
specific ~bjeets is limited. 
In line with this idea of testing areas rather than specific sab-
Jects Segel1 makes the following report from his stu~ on the relation 
of these tests with the co•ercisl field. The table also has r' a bued 
on the fields of Inglish, and mathematics and science; but this writer 
selected only the r' s la the field which mq be considered aore nearl7 
related to this stud7: 
Table 5 
Correlatio:a Coefficients between Marks in Certaia High 
School SubJects and Results on Tests 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7, 
(57 cases, 9th grade leTel) 
Teat Jo. 2 ~atial Relations Teats 
Part 1-Two dimnaial space relations 
Part 2--Three dimenaial apace relations 
Test No • . ~ Speed of Perception 
Part 1-Alphabetieal. re1ationahips 
Part 2-lJame and Number Comparison 
Part ~Visual Perception 
Test Bo. 4 Code Learning 
Test Io. 5 Word lluenc,y 
Teat No. 6 Languge Usa&e 
Test No. 7 Math Reasoning 
1 Ibid., P• 702. 
Comaerci&l. r 
.03 
.oa 
.13 
.ao 
-.02 
... oa 
•• 09 
• .oo 
.18 
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I 1~ 2 il Since both Bingham and Wall have pointed out that there are 
1
1 Dl8D1' levels of work in the commercial field, from siJI!ple routine duties 
I requiring a llinimum of intelligence, to higher::levels of 1n,e111gence, 
/ 1 t is diff'icul t to draw conclusions from the aboYe report in relation 
to bookkeeping. It is interesting to :a.ote that Lallgu.ap t1aage, .3), 
and lfame and l'umber Comparison, .ao, have the highest r; Math Reaaoning 
comes :a.ert with an r of .18. Both r 1 s are considered too low for azq 
predictiYe value. According to Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, 3 a 
coefficient of correlation of .20 would have only 2% forecas,ing 
eff1cienq. 
INPLIC.A.TIONS OF :REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
This stud7 vas conceived on the as~tion of the naed for multi-
ple meawrement in aptitude testing based on the theo17 of differential 
ps7chology. The foregoiD.g renew of research substantia'•• the asaump-
tion of such a need. 
1- Op. cit., p. 150. 
2 Op. cit., P• 14. 
3 Op. cit •• p. 563. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFF.!BENTIAL APTITUDE TESTS 
Gtn•ra1 description of the batterr. !he batter, of testa used in 
this atud7 consists of eight teats printed in aeve11 rea.aable booklets. 
J. separate answer ke7 ia used with each booklet which mq be hand scored 
or machine scored, w1 th separate aet s of keys for each aethod of sco~ 
ing. The batte17 comes in Forms A and B. This writer used Fora .A.. 
!l!hlrt7-five minutes ia the mad.IIWil working ti• allowed for the longeat 
teat and onl7 six minntea for the shortest. Directions for administer-
ing and sCGring the teats, individual report forma, and a ll&Jlual for · 
interpretation are available. 
!he anthoral of the testa have pointed out the purpose of the 
batteey in the Manual as follows: 
The purpose trf the Differential .Aptitude Tests is to provide an 
integrated, scientific, and well standardised procedure for meas-
uring the abili tie a of bo7a and girl a ln grades eight throu,;h 
twelTe for purpoaea of educational and vocational guidance. 
While the tests have been constructed pr1JB&r117 for use in .1Unior 
aDd senior high schools, they mq also be used in the educational 
and vocational counseling of 70'UD& adults out of school and 1n 
the selection of epplic~ta for emploJment. 
1 Op. cit., P• J-1. 
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In a further description of the ~eats the authersl continue in 
the aame Man!lfJ.: 
ft.e tests are designed to appraise funclamen~al intellectual abili-
ties and to avoid as much as possible dependence oa partiaul.ar 
school subjects. !his is .· less true, of course, of the Bp•erical 
.lbilitz pd_ La.Dg118ge Usge tests. Here, too, hoveYer, the ala haa 
been to use materiels that are common in the elementar.y schools in 
the U:ni ted Statea. It will be no~ed that difficulty ii not s'eca.red 
by usinc eaoteric items or terma encountered onl7 by those vbo 
have taken certain advaBced couraea. While no clear demarcation 
between aptitude and achievement is possible, it is believed that 
these testa meet the standards usuall7 prescribed for aptitude 
testa as contrasted vi th tests which attempt to appraise aobool 
learning in apecific subJects. 
Verbal Reasoni;u. !l!his test consists of fifty items with a max1.:. 
mum possible score of fifty. fhe scoring forllll1l.a consists of simply 
counting the number right. It ia a power test, with a maximum workin& 
time of thirty minutes. In describing the test the e:uthors2 e~lain: 
••• 1 s intended as a meaaJ.re of ability to understand concepts 
framed in words. It is aimed at the evaluation of the student's 
ability to abstract or generalize end to think constructively, 
rather than at simple fluency or vocabula17 reeogni tion. The 
analogies form of teat itea is peculiarly ~appropriate for the 
measurement of reasoning a'bility. 
lfp.merical .A.bilitx• This is a test of fort7 1 tema, the highest 
poaaible score of forty, w1 th a correlation formula of Ll/4W. fhe 
maximum world.n£ time allowed is thirt7 minutes. !l.'his is also a power 
3 
test. A further description taken from the Manual followsa 
••• are designed to test understanding o~ numerical relationships 
and facili t7 in handling numerieal concept•• !!he problema are 
1 Op. e1t., P• J.-8. 
2 Op. cit., P• .A.:.s. 
3 Op. cit., PP• J.-8 • .A.-9. 
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fremed in the item-iJ'Pe form usually called •arithmetic co~ 
tation" rather than in what is usually called "arithmetic rea-
soning." This was prompted by the desire to aTo1d the language 
elements of the so-called arithmetic reasoning problem, in which 
reading ab111 t7 mq pl• a siga1ficant role. !he computation 
form has the advantage of not being thus contaminated as a •aS.:. 
ure of numerical ab111 ty. 
Abstract Reasoning. This test consists of fifty pictorial items. 
The mui mum score is fift7 • vi th a correction formula of i-l/4W. This 
ia also a power test, so, as au.ch, a period of twenty-fiTe llinutes is 
considered ample time for eTen the slowest person to attempt each item. 
A further description of the test b7 the anthora1 follows& 
' 
••• intended as a non-Terbal measure of the student's reasoning 
ahilit,y. The series presented in each problem requires the 
perception of an operatin~ principle in the changing diagrams. 
In each instance, the student must discover the principle or 
principles governing the ch&n88 of the figg.res and give eT14e:a.ce 
of his understanding by designating the diagram which should 
logically follow. 
§Race Relations. This is another test consisting of pictorial 
items numbering fort7. Since more than one answer is correct for 
each item, the llaXiJilWil possible score is one hundred vi th a correttion 
formula of LW. This is another power test with thirty minutes allowed 
·I for working time. .A. further description of this ted from the Mappo.J 2 
is as follows& 
The abilit7 to visualize a constructed object from a picture of 
a pattern has b~n used frequently in teats ot structual. Tiauali-
zation. Similarl7, the ability to imagine how an obJect woULd. 
1 Op. cit., P• J.9. 
2 Op. cit., P• j,.9. 
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appear if rotated in various w~s has been used effectively in 
the mea.surement of space perception. The 1 tem type used com-
~ines the functions of these previous item types. since both 
factors are considered important in any useful definition of 
ability to think in spatial terms. 
A feature inherent in these items is that the test requires 
mental manipulation of objects in three-dimensional space. 
Item :forms whtch refer to only two dimensions are less use-
ful, since there are relatively few occasions when perception 
of two-dimensional space alone is importante · 
MechaniCal Reasoning. This test consists of sixty•eight pictures 
w1 th as many questions based on the pictures. The maximum possible 
score is sixty-eight, with a correction formula of R-!W. Thirty minutes 
is considered ample time for this power test. 1 ~oting the authors 
again, 11 Care has been taken to present items in terms of simple, fre-
quently encountered mechanisms that do not resemble textbook illustra-
tions or require special knowledge." 
Clerical §peed and Accuracy. This is the only speed test in the 
series. It consists of two parts, consisting of one hundred items each, 
each part being timed separately for three minutes. Without any previous 
announcement to the group being tested, the first part is given as a 
practice exercise; so the maximum possible score of one hundred is based 
on only the second part. The correction formula is the number R. 
2 QP.oting from the Manual again, 11 ln this test the objective is to measure 
speed of perception, momentary retention, and speed of response~N 
1 Op. cit., P• AP9. 
2 Op. cit., p. A-lOg 
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Lengpage Ueve 11 Soelli¥• There are one hundred words listed 
in this test, some ~elled correctly and some incorrectly. The inatruo-
tiona call for looking at each word and deeid.ing whether the word is 
correct or incorrect. The maxiiiWil possible score is one hundred, vi th 
a scoring forii!Q].a of LW. Ten minutes is recoDEended as a~~ple time for 
the whole teat. 
Lanm@ 'O't¥! II; Seatencep. Since this test it in the same 
booklet w1 th the spelliDg teat, the two are scheduled at the same time, 
allowing twenty-five minutes for this part. A maxiiii.Uil working UM of 
thirty-five minutes is allowed for the combined tests, With each part 
timed separately. This second part consists of fifty sentences, each 
divided into five parts identified by letters. !he directions call for 
selecting those parts of the sentences that have errors in punctuation, 
spelling, or grammar. The maximum possible score for Form A for the 
-
second part is 95, while for Fora B the masillWD score is 94. !he scor-
ing formula ie &.w. 
DESCRIP~IOB OF THE CBlf.IRION 
Description of Jhe grpyp tested. !he students selected for this 
stud¥ include all the girls enrolled in the first-year vocational book-
keeping classes of lewbu.J7port Hich School, lewb1L17P0rt, Maasaehuaetts, 
DWDbering :fifty-six, and the girls of one class picked at random from 
the firs~year vocational bookkeeping classes of Amesbury High School, 
Amesbury, Massachuse t ts, DW!lbering twenty-nine. These pupils were en-
rolled in the classes during the school yee:r 1949-1950. Originally the 
I' 
I 
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number tested consisted of one hundred pupils, but it was decided to I 
p 
eliminate t~ bo;rs due to the faot that in their studiOs, reported in 1: 
the Manp.al., the authors of the Differentia]. Autit!.de Testa observed 
considerable sex differences in the results of some of the testa. They 
admit that at the present time they can not "determine what proportions 
of such differences are to~be· ascribed to genetic factor~ and what pro-
portions to cul t'lirel variables. 11 
Of the eightt-five included in the study, seventy-three were in 
grade ten, ten were in grade eleven, and two were in grade twelve. The 
ages of the group at the Ume of testing ranged from fourteen 7eara and 
four months to seventeen years 8Jld three months. The median age of the 
group was fifteen years 8ILd four months. It can be seen in Table I 
that the mean I.~ for the total mental factors was 97.74 .J. 1.15. fhe 
-
standard deviation was 10.41, which means that 68~ of the eases gro1q>ed 
between l.Q•s of 87.33 and 108.15. The average I."- in t7Pical schools 
reported by Willis W. Clark2 is 10~ with a standard deviation of 16, 
which means that w1 th the norm group 68% of the cases fell between 84 
and 116. This would indicate that the I.~.•s of the students in this 
present studT cluster around a relativeiy low mesa of 97.74. The rea-
eon tor this ho110geneit7 around a comparatively low mean is that the 
college preparatory curricula. rather than the commercial, attract the 
1 Op. cit., P• A-5. 
2 Willis W. Clark. Qestions and .b.swers resardi:ag the California 
Test of Mental Matp.ri ty, California Test :Surean, Los Azlgeles, Cali:!ornia. 
August, 1948, P• 2. ;\ 
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l'BEqJENCY DIST!U:BUTION .AND CENTRAL TENDENCY AND V.ARIABILITr 
OF I • . Q. 1 s FOR ea-:BOOXKElllPING SroDENTS FROM NEW:BURlPORT Al!ID 
AMESBURY HIGH SCHOOLS TESTED WI 'lH !1'HE C.ALIJOBNIJ. SHORUQ:BM 
TJ!iST OF MENTAL M.M'QRI TYl 
Langnage Non-Language Total Mental Factors 
e. 1. f c. 1. f e.i. t 
128-130 1 1'38-142 1 119-121 1 
125-127 0 133-137 1 116-118 1 
122-124 0 128-132 1 113-115 4 
119-121 .1 123-127 2 110..112 4 
116-118 4 118-122 3 107-109 7 
113-115 2 113-117 5 104-106 4 
110..112 4 108-112 1 101-103 18 
107-109 5 103-107 8 98-100 a 
104-106 14 98-102 9 95-97 5 
101-103 14 93- 97 10 92. 94 6 
98-100 9 sa.:. 92 11 89- 91 10 
95- 97 7 83- 87 12 86- 88 4 
92- 94 3 78- 82 7 83- :'115 1 
89- 91 7 73- 77 5 80... 82 3 
86- 88 3 68- 72 2 77- 79 3 
83- 85 3 63- 67 2 "14- 76 2 
eo- e2 2 58- 62 3 71- 73 1 
77- 79 3 
74- 76 0 
71- 73 1 
Na 83 83 83 
Mean: 99.80 93~_80 97.74 
fJ Ma 1.16 1.85 1.15 
S.II: 10.53 16.80 . 10.41 
1 Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernewt W. Tiegs, New 
CaJ.ifornia Short-Form Test of Mental MaturitY. Ad.Ianced, '47, California 
Test :Bureau., Los .Aagel~s, California, 1947. 
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more able students in the school systems represented in this studT be-
cause at the present 'time credits earned in commercial courses are not 
generallJ accepted !or college entrance. 
Description of the bookkeeping cpurte. fhe main objective of the 
bookkeeping course, as mentioned elsewhere in this stud7, is vocational. 
:Both schools contributing to this research use the same basic text book, 
loth Centu;r Bookkeeping & Accountinc, 1 the difference being s1mpl7 in 
the edi·tion. llewburJPort uses the 18th and .Amesbucy the l9.th. :Both 
schoole use the workbooks provided with the textbooks. It was due mainly 
to the likeness of the courses in the two schools that it was decided to 
ask Amesbury to contribute to this study. 
Description of the marking system. Newburyport uses the .traditional 
letters for its marks as follows: A, J.-, Bj., B, :e.., 0/-, C, 0.., D./-, D, 
D., F, while Amesbury uses the number equivalents as follows: 1• A, 
2 : B, 3 • C, 4 • D, 5 • F. Both schools issue grades four times a 
year. fbe grades given in Newburyport each marking period represent the 
quality of the work in that particular marking period; however, in .bee-
burT the marks are given on a cumul.ative ba.sis, the grade for the second 
quarter representing the total achievement of the two quarters, the 
third quarter grade representing achievement of three quarters, and the 
final grade representing total achievement for the year. For the pur-
pose of this stud7, however, the two schools used a uniform marking sys-
tem of A, J.., »/-. B, B.., oj., C, C-, TJ./., D, D-, end F . in grading the 85 
1 Paul A. Carlson. Alva Lero7 Prickett. and Hamden L. Forkner, 
2Qth Centurr »ookte!Pinc & Accounting. ElementarY Course. South-Western 
Publishing Co., Cincinnati. Ohio, 1940. 531 P.P• 
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girls in bookkeeping, Grades were assigned !or each quarter and then the 
average for the year were computed • 
.Administration of tests. Since this stud1' was planned to indicate 
the prognostic value of the D.A.T., it was considered important to ad-
minister the tests before any formal learning took place in the criterion 
subJect, bookkeeping; therefore, all the tests in the battery were ~ 
ministered and scored within the first two weeks of the school year 1949-
1950 with very .little disturbance of the regular bell schedules. Thia 
was possible because the testa were given during the class periods, 
using seven dqs !or this progr8JI1. 
OoJQPutation ap.d use of b9okketp1u gradeg. To !acili tate the eta-
tistical computation, number equivalents were assigned to each letter 
grade as follows: 
.A. 11 
j,. 10 
B.f. 9 
:B 8 
:a. 7 
0/- 6 
8 5 
0.. 4 
aJ. 
D 
D-
F 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Moreover, recognizing the difficulties set forth by Hulll in his ~­
tude TestiK on the question of combining grades assigned by two differ-
ent teachers, it was considered necessary to utilize the technique of 
converting the grades to standard scores. ~ec1fically, BUll cautions: 
One of the most serious difficulties in the use of school marks 
for criteria appears when the attempt is _made to combine the 
students from a number of different teachers' sections in a 
particular school subJect, so as to make up a group of sufficient 
sise for experimental purposes. The difficulty arises from the 
l Op. cit., p. 394. 
.l 
fact that, qni te apart from imperfect powers of discrimination, 
different teachers unconsciously mark according to different 
scales. The differences in the scales employed Show theaselves 
by clifferences in the war their marks run on groups of subJects 
which, as a whole, pre8Wiably are doing about the same quality 
of work. 
The procedures employed i n converting the nWiericaJ. grade equi va-
lents to a technique of standard s cores called T- seores were as followa: 
(1) The mean and the standard deviation were computed for the grades of 
each school based on number equivalents; (2) each grade for each school 
was then converted ti:J !1!-scores according t o the ~orJIIIlla presented in 
Greene. Jorgensen, Gerberich:l 
T c 12..1!::~1- j. 50. A f.-score of 50 was arbitrarily deci:ded upon S.D. · 
to represent a score at the arithmetic mean of a distribution and 
10 f.-score units were made equivalent to one standard deviation of 
distance. 
(3) Fi nally the T-acores of the two schools were combined in ·one Beale 
to provide the basis for the correlation studies. 
Stat1st1ca1 deBcription of the test re!91tt. The mean, the stan4-
ard deviation, the standard error of the mean, and median were computed 
for the raw scores of each test variable. 
Correlations. Intercorrelation .. coef:f'ieients for the complete 
battery and correlation coefficients between each test variable and 
bookkeeping grades for the first quarter aDd the average for the year 
were computed• using the Pearson Product Moment Formula recommended by 
1 Op. cit., p. 584. 
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Durost and Walkeri on their ehart. The standard error of r vas also 
computed for all intercorrelation and correlation coefficients. 
Multiple correlation coefficients were also computed, using seYeral 
pairs of the D.J..T. with the thought of finding C9mbinat1oa.s which 
would yield a higher R in relation to bookkeeping grades than the corre-
lation coefficient between eaeh of the D.A.!. used independently and the 
grades; The formula was taken from Peatman: 2 
Rc.q • rc,.2 f rcz2,;.. 2rcreyrq 
1 .. ri;2 
In selecting the combinations it was decided to piCk first pairs 
that showed the highest correlation with the criterion,irrespecUve of 
their intercorrelations. R1 s were than computed for only those pairs 
that showed relat1Yel7 high correlation coefficients with the criterion 
and relatiTel7 low intercorrelations. Finally, Rts were computed for 
pairs which had at least, one relatively high correlation, even though 
the second was low, provided the intereorrelation was low. 
Observations were made in regard to R1 a on the basis of the fol-
lowing principles set forth \7 Tiegs and Cravford&l 
It is possible to tell fairly well b7 simple in~ection whether 
the multiple c~rrelation coefficient will be higher than the 
highest simple correlation coefficient. If the correlation be-
tween variables 2 and 3 is disUnctly lower than that between 
each of these and Tariable 1, there will be an 'increase • 
••• the multiple correlation coefficient cannot possibly be less 
1 Walter N. Durost and Helen M. Walker, ~oat-W"ker Corre1ation Qhart, World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New ork:, 193 • 
2 John Gr~ PeatmanL Descr~~ive ~ Sampling Statietict. Harper & 
Brothers publishers, lfew Iork, 1 , P• 3. 
3 Ernest W. Tiegs, Statistics for TeiChert, 
183-184. 
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than the highest simple correlation coefficient upon which it is 
based. 
~egression equationt. SeTeral regression equ.a.tions were computed.. 
using for the X scores the mean raw score and raw scores one standard. 
deviation above and below the mean of each of the D.A. !1'. For the boolr. 
1 keeping grades, the mean and one standard deviation above and below the 
means of the T-scores for the first quarter were used. 
In commenting on the regression equation, Garrettl points out that 
the regression equation holds only for the population from which the 
sample group was taken. He also contends that unless r is quite large 
the regression equation is of little aid in forecasting with reasonable 
accuracy the achievement of a given indiwidual. 
In illustrating the practical application of the regression equa.. 
tion, Garrett cites a eypothetical stuq of a group of 300 high school 
children of nearly the same &&e whose scores on a certain group test 
obtained at the beginning of the school year when correlated with aver-
8€e grades for the year reaulted in an r of .so. In administering the 
same group test to a child who enters school the next year, Garrett mai._ 
tains that it is potsible from his test score to estimate his probable 
scholastic achievement for the ye~ b7 means of the regression eqwation 
which wat computed from the test scores and grades of the preTious 
!he above e:zplanations applied to the present studT would mean that 
1 Henry m. Garrett, Statiatiot in Pqcho1gq and Education. 
Longmaat, Green and Co., Bew York, 1947, PP• 317-322. 
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the regression equations computed. in this etudT could be used to pre-
dict probable bookke~ing achievement for the first qnarter, (regression 
equations were computed onlf for the first ~ter) on the baaia of 
further D.A.T. reau.lts that mq be obtained b7 administering the testa 
again at the beginning of another school 1ear to a group representing 
the same type of sampling as the 8~ girls in the present studT. It 
must be added, of course, that all other conditions would have to be 
equal. 
Peatmanl gives an e2planation of regression as follows: 
The prediction of values of one variable from given values of the 
other is baaed on the oorrelatio• betwee• the sample result a. 
When the correlation is linear, as it is assumed. to be for product-
moment correlation, predictions can be made b7 means either of 
regression (straight-line e~atioBs or of a straight line fitted 
to the graphic diatribution of variations of x with respect to 7, 
or 1 with respect to :x). 
!he following formola from Garrett2 was used as a basis for pre-
dicting grades from test scores. Regression e~ations for predicting 
test scores from bookkeeping marks were not worked out because this 
stu~ vas conceived on the as~tion of a need for predicting boo~ 
keeping achievement from test scores: 
(Y on X): Y • '1. . ..§..:3 (X - Ms). f. MJ 
O"X 
SUMMARY OF PROOEDURllS 
In fulfilling the major objectives of this stu~. name17, indicate 
1 Op. eit., P• 447. 
2 Op. cit., p. 317. 
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statistically the prognostic value of the Different!~ ~tifade T9ata 
in relation to achievement in first-year Yocational bookkeeping on the 
secondary public school level, it was considered advisable to includel 
1. A statistical description of the I.~•s of the stu~ group, 
whieh . includes a frequency diatribution of the I. Q' s, the mean, the 
standard error of the mean, and the standard deviation. 
2~ A statistical description of the results of the D.A.T., in-
cluding the mean, the standard error of the mean, the standard deviation, 
and the median. AJ. though the mean was used as the basis for further 
statistical computations, the median was carried in thia studT to pro-
vide a basis of comparisons with other validation studies of the D.A.T. 
3. Statistical treatment of the bookkeeping grades to provide a 
basis for correlations, using the technique of !-scores. 
4. Intereorrelation coefficients between the D.A.~ •• and the 
standard error of the intercorrelations. 
5. Correlation coefficients and the stan4ard error of r• s between 
each D.A.!., and the :tiookk:eeping grades for the first quarter and the 
final average. 
6. Multiple correlations, using combinations of selected pairs of 
the D.A.T. and bookkeeping grades for the first quar~er and the final 
avera&e for the year. 
7. Finally, regression equations t o provide a basis for predicting 
grades from test scores. 
37 
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CRAPTER IV 
BESULTS GF SWDY 
S~TISTIOAL DESCRIPTION OF D.~T. RAW SCORES 
Table II lit~ts the maximum score attainable, the mean, the stendard 
error of the mean, the standard . devi'ation, and the median computed from 
the rav score results of the Differential APtitude !r§ste which vere 
given to eight7-five girls for this stu(ly. Included also is a column 
shoving the median for each of the D • .!..T. from a related stud7 reported 
here for comparison. 
T.eLJ: II 
:CEN1!R.AL TEliDENCY .AN.D VARI.ABI~Ifi OF fHE DISTBIBUTION OF 
D. J..!. RAW SCORES FOR 85 GiliLS IN m S S!LUDY .AND 
83 GI:RLS IN A SIMILAR S!UDY T.AXEN FROM THE D.A.!. MANUALl . 
Man- This Stuq, N • 85 Gloucester 
D • .A.T. lll\l.lll Stu<JT, N • 83 
Possible Mean tYM S.D. Mdn. Mdn. Score 
Verb. Rea. 50 16.56 .as 7.83 15.2'7 14 
Na. Abil. 40 15.81 .a a 7.52 15.32 11 
Abs. Reas. 50 21.60 1.25 11.49 23.66 24 
Space Re1. 100 30.12 1.72 15.75 28.44 25 
Mech. Rea. 68 19.73 1.10 10.11 18.25 1"1 
Oler. S.A.. 100 57.33 1.04 9.57 ss.-to 56 
LU-I SpelL 100 48.05 2.61 22.95 · so.~s 40 
LU..II Sent. 95 28.76 1.47 13.50 28.()4 28 
1 Op. eit., P• E-25. 
(I 
I 
Before describing the figures reported in Table II, it might be 
well to point out that the standard error of the mean describes the reli-
a.bili ty of the mean b7 establi ahing limits w1 thin which we can predict 
the true mean for many repeated testings. It means that in all of the 
testing that we might do with the same test. 68% of the means will fall 
between the mean reported plus or minua the standard error of the mean. 
On the other hand, the standard de'ri.ation indicates that in a. particular 
test s1 tuation 68~ of the scores fall at the mean plus or minus the 
standard deviation. 
In using the raw scores for statistical description, it was decided 
to follow the procedure reported by the snthors1 of the D.~T. in the 
Manuel, that is, all negatiTe scores in each test were called zero for 
this study. 
AJ.Jihough the mean has been used as the baais for statietical. treat-
aent of the data, the aedian has also been carried u a basis of com-
parison with a eimilar stuq reported in Table II. 
Verbal Reasoning. Raw scores on this test raged from a low of 4 
to a high of 36, 68~ of the scores falling between 8.73 and 24.39. The 
maxiDIUil attainable score for this test is 50. With repeated testing of 
students similar to this group, we should expect 68% of the means to 
fall between 15.71 and 17.41. !'he difference of 1.27 raw acore pointe 
between the mediea of this group and the Gloucester stud}r indicates a 
similarity of the two groups, since this difference represents only 
1 Op. cit., P• D-1. 
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about 1/7 of a standard deviation in favor of this group. 
N'UJ!!S!rical Ability. In this stu~ even though the scores ranged 
from a low of •l to a high of 38, which was Just 2 points lesa than the 
maximum possible score of 40, 68~ of the scores !ell between 8.29 and 
23.33. In repeated testing situations we should expect 68~ of the means 
to fall between l-i.99 and 16.63. A comparison of the mediaa of the 
Gloucester croup with this group showed a difference in raw score points 
of 4.32 in favor of this group. !l'his difference represents a litUe · 
over one-half of a standarcl dniation. 
Abstract Reasoning. Inspection of the mean and the standard error 
ot the mean for this test will show that 68~ of the means computed from 
repeated testing results will probabl7 fall between 20.35 and 22.85. 
The scores in this test ranged from -5 to 41, the maxiiiWil poaaible seore 
obtainable being 50. Six't7-eight per eent of the seorea fell between 
10.11 and 33.09. Ill comparing the medie.ns of the two studies mentioned 
earlier, it can be satd that there is no difference, aince the median 
of this etuey rounded off to 24 woul4 be exact17 the same as the 
Gloucester medic. Of course, this is done w1 th the aB8UIIIption ~at 
the Gloucester me4ians, reported in two place , numbera were similarl7 
rounded off. 
Space Relations. Scores on this test ranged from -6 to 79, and 
68~ of the scores fell between 14.37 and 45.87, the maxiJNa possible 
score attainable being 100. Sixt7-eight per cent of the means gathered 
from testing of students similar to this stuq group would be e:x;pectecl 
to fall between 28.4.0 end 31.84. There is a difference of 3.4.4 raw 
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score points in favor of this stut!cy'group when comparing with Gloucester. 
This difference represents only about 1/5 of a standard de"t'iat1on. 
MeehMical. Reasoning. The renge of scores in this test is 2 to 52, 
obviously :no one obtaining the maximum posdble score of 68. In fac~, 
sa% of the scores fell between 9.62 and 29.84. The expectancy of means 
attainable in future testing r8llgea from 18.63 and 20.83 in 68~ of the 
means. The median of this group fell only 1.25 raw score units above 
the median of the Gloucester group, or only 1/10 of a S.D. 
Clerical Speed and AccurBCl• No one reaehed the maximum possible 
score of 100 in this teat. The range of scores vas 37 to 80, and 68~ 
of the scores fell between 47.76 and 66.90. In repeated testing of 
similar groups, 1 t would be expected that 68% of the aeana will fall 
between 56.29 and 58.37. The Nevbur)'p&rt Mdian of 56.~ can be 
rounded off to equal the Gloucester median of 56. 
Language trsye I-Spelli:p,g. lfo one was able to reach the maxiiiO.Il 
possible score of 100 1n this test, the range of scores being -10 to 
88, and 68~ of the scores falling between 25.10 and 71.00. !he range 
of 68~ of the means that can be expected in testing similar groupe in 
the future ie wider than in the tests reported above becsuse of a larger 
standard error of the mean in this test. Thus 68~ of the means should 
range between 45.54 and 50.S6. In comparing the median with that report-
ed for Gloucester, a difference of 10.45 in favor of this group or 1/2 
a S.D. was noted. 
I 
I 
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Lapguage Usage II--Sentenceg. ~ maximum possible score attainable 
in this test is reported as 95. The rage for thia group vae -12 to 60, 
with 68% of the scores felling between 15.26 and 42.26. In repeated use 
of this test for similar groups, the standard error of the mean indicates 
that 68~ of the means will probably fall between Z'7.29 and 30.23. Once 
again the median for this stu.ccy' when rounded off to 28 is exactly the 
same as the Gloucester median. 
fuammltl• In interpreting the test results reported above, it must 
be kept in mind that the observations applicable to future testing 
programs mst be limi tecl to selected groups which are representative of 
the sample used in this report. 
A Summary statement of the comparison of the Gloucester medians 
·with the medians in this stuey is in order. It can be saf'el7 said that 
as far as the abilities tested by the D.A.f. are concerned, there is no 
observable difference between the 83 girls in the Gloucester bookkeeping 
studl', and the 85 girls stud¥'-ng bookkeeping used in this stu~. ihe 
small difference in favor of this study group ranging from no point dif-
f~rence ~tsoever in three of the tests and from a difference of 1/10 
I - . 
of a S.D. t o only 1/2 of a S.D. in the rest of the five tests ~ have 
I 
been due to variables other than the abilities measured b7 the D.A.T. 
INTEROO:RBEL.ATION OF TBE D. A. T. 
The intercorrelation coefficients and the standard error of the 
intercorrelations computecl from raw score results are reported in Table 
III. Inspection of this table will show that the intercorrelation 
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coefficients based on raw scores for this studT group of 85 girls 
I renge from a low of .12 1:. .11 between Language Usage II-Sentences and 
j Mechanical Reasoning to a high of .65 /:. .06 between Language 'Osa.ge ·II-
' I 
. I 
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Sentences and Verbal Reasoning • The authors1 of the D.A.~. in report-
ing intercorrelation coefficients in the Manual, show average intercor-
relations ranging from a low of .06 to a:.high of .67. 
.AJ. though the7 
e:zp1ain that the averece intercorrelatione were not computed b7 combin-
ing the data for all grades in one group, the7 do not e:a:plain Just how 
the aver~ intercorre1ations were found. 
Test authorities recommend that in the selection of a battery of 
tests for aptitude testing care must be exercised to select those tests 
which show relativel7 high correlation coefficients with the criterion 
but low intercortelations. HOwever, at what point the low intercorre-
lations end and the high begin is not answered dogma.tioall7. In report-
ing the reasons for including a series of subtests in a motor skills 
test, Murse112 lists low intercorrelations among the subtesta as one of 
the reasons, adding that the mean intercorrelation vas reported as .25. 
ETen thoU&h the following combinations of the D.A.~. showed a rela.tivel7 
low intercorrelation, ranging from~2 to .31, the7 can not be recommended 
in a battery to te st aptitude in learning bookkeeping w1 thout reserva,.;. 
tions, since the correlation of each test with the criterion mnet also 
be considered: 
1 Op. cit., P• e-a. 
2 Op. cit •• P• 213. 
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TABLE III 
INTERCOP.BELATION COEFFICIENTS :BETWEEN THE D.J... T. RAW SCORE RlllSULTS 
:roR 85 GIRLS TESTED FOR THIS S'lUDY 
D.A. Tests v.a. N.A.. AeR. s.:E!. M.R. 
r o-r r trr r 01' r cr'r r err 
Verb. Reae. 
~Tum. Abil. .sa · .o8 
Abs. Reas. .61 .07 .56 .07 
Space. Re1. .48 .oe .40 .09 .53 .oe 
Mech. Reas. .30 .10 .15 .11 .34 .10 .45 .09 
01er. s. Ae .37 .09 .31 .10 .29 .10 .26 .10 .18 .11 
LU-I Spell. .37 .09 .39 .09 .32 .10 .14 .11 .21 .10 
LU-II Sent. .65 .06 .50 .oe .56 .07 .24 .10 .12 .11 
c.s.~.. 
r O""r 
.41 .09 
.44 .09 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
L.U.I. 
r O""r 
II 
I 
_It 
.47 .oe 
I' 
II 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Language Usage-11~ Sentences and Mechanical Reasoning 
Language Usage- I: Spelling and Space Relations 
Mechanical Reasoning and Numerical Ability 
Clerical Speed and Accuracy and Mechanical Reasoning 
Language Usage- h Spelling and Mechanical Reasoning 
Language Usage-II: Sentences and Space Relations 
Clerical Speed and Ac~racy and Space Relations 
Clerical Speed and Accuracy and Abstract Reasoning 
Mechanical Reasoning and Verbal Reasoning 
Clerical Speed and Accuracy and Numerical Ability 
Furthermore, the following tests which showed a relatively high inter-
correlation, .50 t o .65, can not be excluded from the battery in measur-
ing bookke~ing aptitudes without further information about t he degree 
of correlation with the criterion. Hull1 points out in his book, 
Apt itude Testing! 
If the correlation between the crlterion and one test is large 
and that between the criterion and the other test is zero, it 
is desirable that the correlation between the tests themselves 
shall be as large as possible regardless of sign. 
The combinations showing relatively high intercorrelation coeffi-
cients follow: 
Language Usage-II: Sentences and Numerical Ability 
Numerical Ability and Verbal Reasoning 
Space Relations and Abstract Reasoning 
Language Usage-II: Sentences and Abstract Reasoning 
Abstract Reasoning and Numeri cal 4bil1ty 
Abstract Reasoning and Verbal Reasoning 
Langua&e Usage-II: Sentences and Verbal Reasoning 
After a report of correlation findings in relation to the criterion. 
you will find a ~mmary of correlation findings intended to indicate the 
1 Op. cit •• P• 453. 
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best possible combinations of the D.A.T. whieh m~ be selected on the 
basis of their capacity to contribute maximally to prediction of book-
keeping achievement as defined in this study. 
CORRELATION FINDINGS FOR FIRST QPARTIR 
T-scorea. iefore reporting the correlation findings between the 
D.A.T. raw scores and bookkeeping grades for the first quarter, it seems 
appropriate to present in Table :n;- the To-scores which were computed 
from the bookkeeping numerical grade equivalents. These To-scores eened 
as the •asia for arriTing at the rt s between the D.A.T. scores and book.-
keeping achievement grades. The T-scores ranged from 35 to 68, 68~ of 
the scores falling between 41.92 and 58.60. 
. WLE IV 
FRIIlq.JDCY DISTRIBUTION, CEN'l'RAL mDINCY, .AID VARIABILITY 
OF T-SCO:RES DERIVED FROM FIRST 1;3J.ARTER :BOOIDE:PING GBJ.DES 
FOR 85 GIRLS USED IN TBIS STUDY 
c.i. f 
68-70 1 
65-67 8 
62-64 0 
59-61 4 
5~58 7 
53-55 14 
50-52 8 
47-49 15 
44.-46 10 
41•43 6 
38-40 6 
35-37 6 
)T. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 85 
Mean ofT-scores ••••.•.••• 50.26 S.D....................... 8.34 
r:1"' ~- ••••• 9 •••••••••••••••• .91 
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Correlation coefficients. Table V gives a comparative picture 
of the r's, the ~r•s, an4 the per cent of forecasting efficiene,r of 
r•s between the raw scores of each of the D.A.T. and bookkeeping 
achievement grades for the first quarter. The per cents of forecast-
ing efficiene7, taken from :Bincham. 1 were arrived · at b7 appl7ing Kelley' a 
-
formUla for the Coefficient of Alienation as follows: k : [i - r2 , 
4aducting the result of the formula from 1M and e~resling the differ-
ence as per cent. 
TABLE V 
CORUL.A.TIOB COUJ'IOIENTS :BETWEDT ]).A.T. RAW SCOBES 
AND :BOOICUiilPIHG GRADES :roR !1m FIRST ~.ARTER 
!'OR .85 GIRLS USED IB THIS STUDY 
I · -------------------------------------------------------------
D.A • Tests 
Verb. Reas. 
BWI. Abili. 
Abs. leas. 
Space Rela. 
Mech. leas. 
Cler. s. A. 
LU-I: Spel. 
LU-I I: Sen. 
r 
.57 
.55 
.54 
.45 
-.61 
.33 
.33 
.58 
fl"r 
.0'1 
.oe 
.oe 
.09 
.11 
.10 
.10 
.07 
Per cent of 
forecasting 
Jlffieieney 
:Because of the small N in this aw~, the use of the standard 
error of r' s reported in Table V as useful estimates .of reliabili t7 is 
doubtful, because, although the r' 8 meet Garrett• 8 criterion tor Judging 
the usefUlness of the standard error of r, the B does not becanse of its 
1 Op. cit., PP• 297 .. 298. 
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size. He points ·out that for r 1 e falling between~ .50, and R's of 
100 or more, the distribution of r 1 s in successive 181lplee will be die-
tributed fairl7 closel7 to the noraal curve and the formula for the 
standard error of r will 7ield usefu+ estimates of reliabilit7 • 
. In a further discu.seion of the usefulness of the staadard error of 
r, he points out two obJections to the use of the formula for the standard 
error of r. !he first is that the r•a in the formula represent the· true 
r of the population, whereas in computing the standard error of r's the 
sample r is substituted, obv1ousl7 becau.ae the true r is aot aTailable. 
Bec~se of thia1 he concludes that it is apparent that an7 error in the 
obtained r will reflect in the estimate, and at best it is appro:d.aa.te. 
His second obJection is that only when the population r is .oo and 5 is 
large that the sampling distribu~i.on of r is considered normal. When 
r is high, (.80 or more) and N small, the eaapling distribution of r 
is considered Bkewed and the standard error of r is, therefore, considered 
misleading. The reason Garrett gives for this is that the ranee of r' a 
is limited at /-1.00 arid -1.00. He ci tea the following 1llu.strat1on to 
]; 
clarifY the reasoning for his second oltJecUoat 
Suppose, for example, that r = .so and !l : 20. Then in a new 
. sample of twent7 cases the preb'abili t7 of u r is greater thaD 
.eo becau.se of the obtained r's nearness to unit7. The distri-
bution of r' s obtained from successive samples of tweat7 cases 
will be ~ewed negativel7 and the skewness to the left will !Do-
crease as r increases. · 
.A. -further inspection of Table V will J'8Veal that the highest r' a 
1 Ibid., P• 298. 
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obtained for the first quarter bookkeeping grades and D • .A.T. were be-
tween the aab.tests Len~ Usage-II: Sentences and Verbal Reasoning. 
However, since these two also Showed the highest intercorrelationa (.es 
.J:. .06) as shown in Table III, it would seem that only one of these two 
tests would be as effective for predicting bookkeeping grades as both 
testa. OtTing both tests would seem to be equivalent to giving the 
same test twice. Numerical Abilit;r end Abstract Rea.soninc were the 
onl;r other two testa that showed rt a in the 50' a. However, •ince these 
two tests alao showed relatively high intercorrelation (.5~ .07) the 
tw must also be testing the same components. 
The per cent 'ot forecasting efficiency for the four tests showing 
r•s from .54 to .58 range from onl;r 16% to 1~. In interpreting the 
per cent of forecasting effieienc:r value of r's, Greene, Jorgensen. end 
Gerberi~1 point out that an r of .50 between scores on a group intel~ 
liaence test and couree marka of. a first-:rear algebra class, with 1~ 
of forecasting efficienc,t, is of little value for forecasting purposes. 
Peatmsn2 also discusses the predictive value of r' s as follows: 
••• correlation coefficients of lese than .30 have little value 
for predictive purposes. Even a coefficient of .50 or .so does 
not yield a very accurate estimate of 7 from x. Correlation 
coefficients in. the .eo• a and .901 s are A1Ql from the point of 
view of their predictive ef'ficienc;r. 
However, coefficients of • .ro or .50 mq be useful in predicting 
upper score limits tor variable z from low scores of ~ or lower 
score limits for. z from high scores of •· 
- ' 
1 Op. cit •• P• 564. 
2 Op. cit., P• 462. 
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He concludes that ' whether or not a correlation of .so, for example, 
is considered low or high depen4s upon the nature of the situations; 
therefore r's can not be listed categorically. 
The lowest pod tive r' s shown in fable V were indicated for Clerical 
' Speed and .Accurac;v, and Language Usa&e-Iz Spelling w1 th the criterion. 
Eaeh produced an r of .33 /:. .10, showing a per cent of forecasting ef-
ficiena.r of only 6%. These two tests showed an intercorrelation of 
.41 -1 .09. 
Although the r' s for the first quarter would be considered too low 
for usefUl educational forecasting in relation to bookkeeping, the,r 
) 
seem to be relatiTel7 hi~ in comparison to Joragren's study cited on 
page 21 of this thesis, aa her hJ;:ghest r' s were j. .25; and in comperi-
son with Segel's study reported on page 22 of this research, as hi a 
highest r was j. .20. It mt1st be pointed out, however, that in this 
comparison it is recognized that neither the criterion nor the test 
variables are cloeel7 relat~d. The Gloucester study reported on page 
20 of this thesis is a fairer source of cosparison bece.use of the simi -
larity of the tests, the criterion, and theN. In stud;v1ng the r's 
based on the year' s avere&es in f'irst-;vear bookkeeping for the, Gloucester 
study, ;you will find the r' a ranging from j. .22 to j. .53 and -.01, 
Numerical Abili t7 and L~ U sage..II: hntences taking the lead. .53 
and .42 re~ectivel7. 
Returning to Table V of this study 70u will find that there was a 
negative correlation of onl7 •• 01 -1 .10 between Mechenicalll'easoning aad 
the criterion. HoweTer, this negative correlation is considered so low 
50 
that 1 t cazm.ot be concluded that the more mechanical aptitude a person 
shows the less likely it is that he will ~cceed in bookkeeping for 
the firs t quarter. It can simply be said that no significant relation 
was observed between mechanical ability and abilities necessary to achieve 
in bookkeeping. 
Multiple correlation. As was etated on page ~ of this study, com-
binations of tests were not selected at rM.dom fo r computing 1'·•• but 
were chosen on the asBWDption that if they met certain condi tiona they 
would produce a higher R. First the pairs that had. the highest ccrrela-
tion with the criterion were picked, irre~ective of their intercorrela-
tions. R•s were than computed for those pairs that &howed relatively 
high correlation coefficients with the criterion and relatively low 
intercorrelatlons. Further, R1 a were computed for pairs, one of which 
at least Showed relatively high correlation, even though the second was 
low, provided the inten:eorrelation was also low. 
The findings for R' s are reported in Table VI. In studying thi• 
table you will observe that the highest gain was shown by the combina-
tion of Language Usege-II: Sentences and Space Relations, an increase 
of .OS in R. Language Usage-Ih Sentences alone with the criterion 
showed-·an r of .58 and Space Relations alone was .45. When combined 
the B Jumped to .66. !he intercorrelation between these: two was a low 
of .24. Combining La.ng\188e Uaage-II: Sentences and N'umericel Ability 
showed a g~n of .07 in R. Numerical Ability alone with the criterion 
shoWed an r of .S5. Combined with Lazlt;Uage Usage-Us Sentences, the R 
was .ss. !be intercorrelation between these two was relatively high at 
.50. 
;i":::l nn U nivAr; ity 
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TABLE VI 
INTERCOimELA.TION COEFFICIENTS OF TH:S: D. A. T. • 
.AND INDIVIDUAL AND MULTIPLE CORRELATION OF TEE D. A. T. 
WITH FIRST CiYARTER BOOXEEilPING GRADES BASED ·ow 85 . GIRLS 
Combinations of Intercor- r with R with 
the D. A. '1'. relations Criterion Criterion 
LU...II Sent. 
.u .sa .66 Space Bel. .45 
LU-II Sent. 
.50 .sa .65 ~· Abil. .55 
Num. Abil. 
.52 .55 .64 Verbal Reas. .57 
. ~ 
LU-II Sent. 
.65 .58 Verb. B.eaa. 
.57 .63 
LU-II Sent 
.56 .58 Abs. Reas. .54 .63 
Abs. Reaa. 
.56 .54 . • 61 Num. Abil. .55 
Cler. s.& A. 
.37 .33 
.sa Verb. Reaa. .57 
Oler. S.& A. 
.31 .33 
.57 !rum. Abil. .55 
Cler. s.& A. 
.29 .33 .56 Aba. Rea.s. .54 
m~I Spell. 
.14 .33 
.52 Space Rel. .45 
Cler. s.& A. 
.26 .33 .50 Space Rel. .45 
Gain 
.ce 
.07 
.07 
.05 
.05 
.06 
.o1 
.02 
.02 
.• 07 
.05 
The other combinations that gained .07 in R were Language U s~I: 
Spelling (r, .33) with Space Relations (r, .45) prodncing an R of .s2; 
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the intercorrelation for these two was .14. N~erical Ability (r, .55) 
combined with Verbal Reasoning (r, .57) increased to an R of .64. The 
intercorrelation for these two was relatively high at .sa. 
In BUIIID8.!'7t certain combinations of pairs of the D.J.. f. produced 
higher R1 s. Whereas the highest r was .58 with a forecasting efficienc7 
of 19%, combinations produced five R1 s over .60, with the highest at • 
• 66. This indicates a range of per cent of forecasting efficiency of 
m.s' to 25% for the R' s. 
It was not surprising to find that when combining Language Usage-II: 
Sentences (r, .58) with Space Relations (r, .45) the gain.'. was .05; but 
when Language Us~I: Sentences was combined with Numerical Ability, 
which showed a higher r (.55) than sPace Relatione, the gain waa .07. 
This was, of course, due to the fact that the intercozrelation between 
the first two was as low as .24. Yhile in the second combination the 
intercorrelation was as high as .50. It mq be concluded that each of 
a combination of two tests alone may show a relatively low correlation 
with the criterion; yet as a combination the two tests mq show aore of 
a gain in R, if the intercorrelation is low, than two other tests Showing 
higher rts with the criterion but at the same time also relativel7 high 
intercorrelations. The ideal combination for multiple correlation seems 
to be tests with high r•s with the criterion but very low intercorrela-
tions. 
Regression equations. To submit a basis for pr•dicting bookkeeping 
achievement grades for the first quarter from Differentia! Aptit~ Teats 
which maT be administered at the beginning of another school year to a 
53 
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group representing the same type of sampling as the 85 girls in this 
study, regression equations were computed as followsa (1) at the mean, 
(2) one standard deviation above the mean, (3) one standard below .the 
mean. The D.A.T. raw scores were used vith bookkeeping f-acores. Begree-
sion equations for predicting test scores from bookkeeping grades were 
J 
not worked out because the aim of this stuq was to discover the possibili-
ties for predicting bookke~ing achievement from D.A.T. scores. 
Although it does not seem necessar.r to compute regression equations 
at the mean ot test scores because the reeul t can be foreseen invariably 
as the mean of the achievement gr'¢ea, one such regresaion equation is 
. 1 
illustrated below to prove Peatman1 11 statement, "!rb.e aver8!e value of X 
will be equal to the mean intelligence test score, because the two regrea-
sion lines of a product-moment correlation matrix intersect at coordinates 
projected from the arithmetical means of the respective dietributions. M 
In making this statement, Peatman was referring to a specific illustration. 
~e Y on X regression e~tion from Garrett2 was used for the fol-
lowing computations: (Y a r a' 7 (X - Mx) f. My) 
Abs. Reaa. (x) 
Mean: 21.60 
s.D.:x: 11.49 
At the mean: 
O'X 
(r.54) 
Y' = .54 e.M (21.60 - 21.so) j. so.as 
11.49 
y = 50.26 
1 Op. cit., P• 448. 
2 Loc. cit. 
Gradet=T-scores (x) 
Mean: 50.26 
s.D.ya s.34 
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One S.D. above the mean: 
y = .54 8• 34 (33.09 .... 21.60) ~ 50.26 
11.49 
y • 54.75 
One S.D. below the mean: 
y = .54 8•34 (10.11 - 21.60) I- 50.26 
11.49 
y = 45.77 
Verb Reas. {x) 
Mean: 16.56 
s.D.x: 7.83 
One S.D. above the mean: 
(r .57) 
y = .57 8.34 
7.83 
(24~39 - 16.56) + 50.26 
y: 55.01 
One S.D. below the mean: 
y = .57 8.34 (8.73 - 16.56) + 50.26 
7.83 
-y = 45.51 
Bum. .Abil. { xl. 
Mean: 15.81 
s.D.x: 7.52 
One S.D. above the mean: 
(r .55) 
y = .55 8.34 
7.52 
(23.33 - 15.81) 1- 50.26 
y = 54.85 
One S.D. below the mean: 
y = .55 8•34 (8.29 - 15.81) 1- 50.26 
7.52 
y = 45.67 
,Qradet==T-acores ([) 
Mean: 50.26 
s .. D.t: 8.34 
Grades--T-scores (y) 
Meani 50.26 
S.D.7: 8.34 
Space Re1. (xl 
Mean: 30.12 
s.D.x: 15.75 
' 
One S.D. above the mean: 
(r .45) 
y = .45 8• 34 (45 .. 87 - 30.12) J. 50.26 
l~.~p . 
y: 54.01 
One S.D. below the meant 
y = .45 8•34 (14.37 - 30.12) t 50.26 
15.75 
I : 40.51 
Milch• Reae. ( x) 
Mean: 19.73 
S.D.:z:: 10.11 
One S.D. above the mean: 
(r .-ol) 
y = -~61 8·34 (29.84- 19.73) + 50¥26 
10.11 
y : 50.18 
One S.D. below the mean: 
y: •. ol 8·34 (9.62 - 19.73) + so.ao 
10.11 
y: 50.34 
Cler. Speed & jqc. (x} 
Mean: 57.33 
s.n.:z:: 9.57 
One S.D. above the mean: 
(r .33) 
-y = .33 8.34 
9.57 
(66.89 - 57.33) + 50.26 
y = 53.01 
Gra.de~=:-T-acores (z) 
Mean: 50.26 
s.D.7, 8.34 
Ch-ades-T-scores (z) 
Mean& 50.26 
S.D.7t 8.34 
Gtades--T-seores (z) 
Mean: 50.26 
s.D.7: 8.34 
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One s.n. below the mean: 
i •. 33 ~ (47.75 - 5?.32) 1- 50.26 
9.57 
-y = 47.49 
LMg. U-I; Spell. ( "' 
Mean: 48.05 
S,D,x: 22,95 
One S,D. above the mean& 
(r .33) 
-y = .33 8.34 ( 71.00 - 48.05) f. 50.26 
22.95 
-y = 53.01 
One S,D, below the mean: 
' : ,33 8,34 (25,10 - 48.05) f 50e26 
22.95 
-y = 47.51 
Lgng, ~II: Sent. (x) 
Mean: 28.76 
s.D.x: 13.150 
One S,D, above the mean: 
(r .sa) 
r = .sa a.34 (42.26 - 28.76) 1 50.26 
13.60 
-y = 55.09 
One S.D. below the mean: 
-Y = .sa a.34 (15.26 - 28.76) I- oo.2s 
13.50 . 
-y-:. 45.43 
Grad.e~:T-~cores (y) 
Mean: 50.26 
s.D.y: a.34-
Grades -T-scoree (y) 
Mean: 50.26 
s.D.;r: a.M 
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COBBELATION FINDINGS FOR Tl:IE YEAR 
T-scores. Table VII shows the ~scores used as the basis for 
computing r' s between bookkeeping ~ades earned for the 7eaz and the 
D.A.T. raw scores derived from tests administered at the beginning of 
the year. The T-scores were computed from numerical grade equivalents 
representing the year• • average marks. The T-11cores ranged frem 33 to 
68, 68% of the scores falling between 40.61 and 59.27. 
TABLE VII 
F.REt;pENCY DISTRI:SUTION, CENTRAL TENDENCY, AND VARIABILITY 
OF T-SCOBES DERIVED FROM AVERAGE :BOOKKEEPING GRADES 
FOR THE YEAR FOR 85 GIRLS IN THIS SmDY 
c.i. f 
6S.70 1 
6S...S7 8 
62-64 6 
69-61 3 
56-58 7 
53-55 5 
50-52 a 
47·49 12 
44-46 11 
41-43 12 
38-40 3 
35-37 8 
32-34 l 
B. . . . • . . • • • • . • . • . . • . . • . • • • . . . . . . • 85 
Mean !l!.score ••.••.•.••••••••.•••• 49.94 
s. D.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 9.33 
~ M~. ~ • • • . • • . • • • . • . . • • . • • . • • • • • • 1.02 
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Qorrelation coefficients. The r's obtained between the D.A.T. 
and bookkeeping grades for the -rear for 85 girls in this stu~ are 
reported in Table VIII. An in~eetion of this table will reveal that 
the highest r of .64 /:. .06 was between Language Ussge-Ih Sentences 
and the criterion. Accorcling to Kelle;y' s formula. thi • would mean 23~ 
of forecasting efficien~. Even thougn this ma;y ~ear low as a per 
cent. U 1• considered compa.ratiYely high for predicting academic grades 
from aptitude test scores. 
TABLE VIII 
CORRILA.TION CODJ'ICIINTS BETWEEN D • .A..!. RAW SCORES 
.AND AVERAGE BOOKDliiPING GRADES FOR THil YEAR 
FOR -85 -GIRtS IN THIS SIDDY 
D.A. Tests r frr Per Cent of Fore-
Casti~ Efficiene-r 
Verb. Reas. .54 .oa 16~ 
Nwa. Abili. .57 .07 18~ 
Abs. Reas. .52 .oa 15~ 
Space Rela. .31 .10 5~ 
Mech. Reas. .02 .11 .02% 
Cler. S.&A. .35 .10 6~ 
LU-I: Spel. .43 • 09 10~ . 
LU-I I: Sen. .64 .06 23~ 
Numerical Ab111 t-r came next with an r of • 57 /:. .07 • with fore-
casting ef:tic1enc;y of 18~. Two other testa. Verbal ReaeoDing and 
.A.bstract Reasoning. shoved r' 1 in the 50' • with 15 to 16 per cent 
forecasting efficiency. Space Relations and Clerical Speed and 
1 Loc. cit. 
Accuracy seem to have relatively little predictive value in relation to 
the criterion as shown by r 1 s of .31 sad .15 respective17, as the fore-
casting effieienc7 for these is onl7 5 ~o 6 per cent. Language Usage 
.. I a Spelling showed an r of .43 with forecasting efficienq of only 10~. 
The relationship between Mechanical Reasoning and bookkeeping 
grades seems to be negligible as shown b7 an r of .02 1:. .11 w1 th fore-
casting efficiency of only .o~~ 
M91tiple gorrelation. In combining pairs of tests with the Intent 
of finding combinations that vould result in higher R•s in relation to 
the bookkeeping grades for the 7ear than the simple correlation coeffi-
cients, selections were made on the basis of observations reported from 
multiple correlation findings for the first quarter. 
First the four tests which showed the highest r' s vi th the crl tar-
ion, regardless of their intercorrelation coefficients, were paired in 
several combinations with the following results: 
1. Combining La.ngu&&e Usage..II: Sentences (r .64) with Numerical 
Abil1t7 (r .57) resulted in e R t>f .70, a gain of .06, and forecasting 
efficienc.y of 29~. The intercorrelation coefficient for these 'two 
tests vas comparativel7 high, .50. 
2. Lsngnege Usage-II: Sentences combined with Verbal Reasoning 
(r .54), intercorrelation coefficient of a high .65, resulted in an R 
of .56, a gain of .02, and forecasting efficienc7 of 25~. 
3. Language Usage-II: Sentences combined with Abstract Beaaoning 
(r .52), intercorrelation .56, resulted in an R of .66, a gain of .02 
and forecasting efficiency of ~. 
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4. lTWDerical Ability (r .57) combined with Verbal Reasoning 
(r. 54), intercorrelation of .52, resulted in an R of .63, a gain of 
.06, and forecasting efficien07 of 23~. 
5. lfullerical Ability (:r .57) combined w1 th Abstract Reasoning 
(:r .52), intercorrelation of .56, resulted in an R of .62, a gain of 
.05, forecasting efficiency of 2~. 
6. Verbal Reasoning (:r .54) combined w1 th Abstract Reasoning, 
intercorrelation of .61, :reSulted in an R of .59, a gain of .05, and 
forecasting efficiency of 19%. 
All of the above combinations but one showed very 11 t tle gain in 
the per cent of forecasting efficiency. Tone combination of Language 
Usa&e-II: Sentences and Numerical Ability was the only one that 
ehowed a promiaing gain, as an R of .70 with forecaeting efficien07 of 
29% is higher than one usually finds in r' • between aptitude teats and 
course grades. 
The following combinations were chosen next becanse they showed 
relatively low intercorrelation coefficients even though one of the 
pair had a relatively low r with the criterionl 
1. Numerical Ability (r .S7) and Langu.age Usage-I: Spelling 
(r .43), intercorrelation of .39, when paired produced an R of .61, a 
gain of .o• w1 th forecastiDg effi cieney of 21~. 
2. Abstract Reasoning ( r • 52) combined with Language U sage-I: 
Spelling (r .43), intereo:rrelation of .32, resulted in an R of .59, an 
increase of .. 07 and forecasting efficienc, of 13%. 
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3. La.Dt;Uage Uaage-I: Spelling (r .43) combined with Space Rela-
tions (r .31), intercorrelation of .14, resulted in an E. of .50, an in-
crease of .97 and forecasting etfic1ena,r of onl7 13~. 
Table IX giTea a BQmmary of the multiple correlation findings 
based on the r'a for the 7ear. In a sammary statement about the table 
it ~ be conaluded that whereas the highest r between the D.A.!. and 
the criterion vas .64 with forecasting etficienC7 of 23~. combination 
' of two sub-tests of the D.A.!. resulted in an li. of .70, a promise of 
29~ forecasting efficienc,r, while other combinations rewalted in R•a 
from .50 to .66, a range of forecasting efficiene,r of 13 to 25 per cent. 
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TABLE lX 
INTERCOBEELATIOU COEFFICIENTS OF THE D. A. T. • 
AND IltDIVIDUAL AND MULTIPLE CORRELATION OF THE D.A.T. 
WITH AVERAGE BOOXXEEPING GRADES FOR THE YEAR 
BASED ON 85 GIRLS 
Combinations of 
the D.A.T. 
LU-Ih Sent. 
Num. Ab11. 
LU-II: Sent. 
Verb. Reas. 
LU-I I: Sent. 
Aba. Reaa. 
BUll • .A.bil. 
Verb. Reaa. 
Bum. Abil. 
Abe. Reas. 
Verb. Reae. 
Abs. Reas. 
Bum. Abil. 
LU-I: Spell. 
W-I: Spell. 
Space Rel. 
.A.bs. Reas . 
W-I: Spell . 
Intercor-
relations 
.50 
.65 
.56 
.52 
.56 
.61 
.39 
.14 
.32 
r with 
Criterion 
.64 
.57 
.64 
.54 
.64 
.52 
.57 
.54 
.57 
.52 
.54 
.52 
.57 
.43 
.43 
.31 
.52 
.43 
R nth 
Criterion Gain 
.7o .es 
.66 .oa 
.66 .02 
.63 .06 
.62 .05 
.59 .05 
.61 .04 
.50 .07 
.59 .07 
---=-====IF~==========================================================~F========= 
SUMMARY OF CORRELA~ION . FINDINGS 
~able X presents a comparative picture of correlation findings 
between the D.A.~. raw scores and bookkeeping grades for the first 
qu8l'ter and the year's average for this study and between national per-
centile ranks and final bookkeeping grades for the Gloucester study re-
ported by the anthors1 of the D.A.~. in the Manual• 
TABLE X 
A SUMMARY OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS :BETWEEN D. A. T. :RAW 
SCORES AND :BOOKXEEPING GRADES FOR THIS STUDY; 
.AND :BETWEEN D. A. T. NATIONAL PERCENTILE RANKS AND 
:BOOKXEP:PING GRADES FOR TBE GLOUCESTER STUDY REPORTED 
D.A. Tests 
Verb. P.eas. 
Num. Abil. 
.A.bs. Reas. 
Space Rel. 
Mech. Reas. 
Cler. S.&A. 
LU-I: Spel. 
LU-II: Sen. 
IN THE D • .A.. T. MANUAL• 
85 Newbur1J)ort Girls 
:Bookkeeping 
Grades for the 
First Quarter 
r 
.57 
.55 
.54 
.45 
•• o1 
.33 
.33 
.58 
:Bookkeeping 
Grades for the 
Year's Average 
r 
.54 
.57 
.52 
.31 j..o.a 
.35 
.43 
.64 
83 Gloucester 
Girls 
iookk:eeping 
Final 
Grades 
r 
.26 
.53 
.22 
.as 
-.01 
.09 
.29 
.4:2 
!he r 1 s for this st~ ranged from one negative r of -.01 between 
Mechanical Reasoning and bookkeeping grades and positive r 1 a of .33 to .58 
1· Loc. cit. 
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between the rest of the D. A. T. &nd bookkeeping grades for the first 
quarter. and all positive rt s of .02 to .E4 between the D. A.~. and the 
year's average grades. G-loucester r ' s ranged from a negative r of -.Cl 
for Meche.nieal Reasoning and from .22 to .53 f or the rest. As a whole 
the r ' s in this stuey were comparatively higher than the Gloucester 
study. 
The highest r between the D. A. T. £nd bookkeepiJl& grades for the 
first quarter for this study was Language Usage-II: Sentences. 1his 
same test proved the highest predictor for the year's average w1 th an 
increase of r over the first quarter of .os. end the forecasting effi-
ciency increasing from 19% to ~. In the Gloucester study Language 
Usage-II: Sentences came in second place with an r of .~2. ~ umerical 
Ability taking the lead with an r of .53. forecasting effieienqy of 15%. 
Numerical Ability and Verbal Reasoning came -in either second or 
third place for the first quarter and the year's average for thi study, 
w1 th a range of forecasting effi eieney of 16% to 18%. Abstract Reason-
ing came in fourth place for this study for the first quarter and also 
the year with a forecasting efficiency of 15 to 16 per cent. 
In addition to Language Ussge-II: Sentences and Numerical Ability, 
whiCh came in either first, second, or third place in the three sets of r '~ 
I reported in Table X. there we.s one other interesting comparison observed 
I between this study and the Gloucester, namely, the r 1 s f or both studies 
II 
lj between Mechanical Reasoning and bookkeeping fell some,.,here between -.01 
11 a11d j..02, indicating ne&].igi ble relationship between Mechanicel 4bili t7 
'I and bookkeeping graAea. 
II 
il 
II 
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Whereas the highest multiple correlation reported for the first 
quarter was .66, 25~ forecasting efficiency, when combining Lengaage 
Usege-II: Sentences (r .68) end Space Relations (r .45), the combina-
tion of L&DgUage Usage-II: Sentences (r .64) with Numerical Abili t7 
(r .57) for the ~ar' s average raised the highest B to .70. 29% fore-
casting efficiency. 
In conclu1ion it m~ be satd that although Language Usage-II: 
Sentences and Numerical Abilit7 have a relativel7 high intercorrelation, 
they mq be used as a pair to predict bookkeeping grades for the year 
as the two together promise a forecasting efficienc,r of 29~ for the 
year's average and 24% for the first ~arter. These per cents are not 
considered very high, but the7 are relatively high in forecasting ~ 
demio grades from aptitude tests. Verbal Reasoning and Abstract Reason-
ing are the two other mb-tests of the D.A.!r. which ahowed relatively 
high simple correlation coefficients with the criterion and even hilher 
R's when combined with Language Usage-II: Sentences and Numerical 
Ability. If a school can afford to g1 ve onl7 one sub-test of the D • .L. !r. 
in its course placement program, Language Usage-II: Sentences seems 
to be the most promising one. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY OF S!LUDY AND IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS 
Re-;tatement of problem. The aim of thls investigation was to re-
port further validation data for the Differential Aptitude Testa. The 
study was limited to findings concerning the prognostic Tal:\le of the tests 
in relation to first-year vocational bookkeeping on the public secondary 
school level, and it included eight7-five girls from .Aaea'bur7 and lfewbury-
port High Schools. 
Intercorrelation of the D.A,T. Employing a series of tests Showing 
relatively high intereorrelation coefficients is eqaivalent to testing 
the same group repeatedly with the same test. In this atu~ relatively 
high r' s were found between combinations of Lengu~ Usege-II: Sentences, 
Verbal Reasoning, and Numerical Ability; and between Space Relations, 
Verbal Reasoning, and Abstract Reasoning. The lowest intercorrelation 
coefficients were found between Clerical Speed and Aecura07, Abstract 
Reasoning, space Relations, end Mechanical Reasoning; between Language 
Usage-II: Sentences, Space Relations, and Mechanical Reasoning; between 
Language Usage-I: Spelling, Mechanical Reasoning, end Space Relations; 
and between Mechanical Reasoning and Numerical Ability. Tests showing 
low ·intercorrelatlon coefficients tend to measure different traita; ao 
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the inclusion of such tests in a batter,v designed to measure differential 
aptitudes is justifiable. 
Corre1ation fipdings. Inspection of Table X, Chapter IV, will show 
that the difference between the two sets of r 1 a for this stu~ are negli-
gible. HOwever, there m~ still be a question as to which of the two 
sets of r 1 s represent the better picture of the relationship between the 
traits measured by the D.L.T. and bookkeeping achievement. It ~be 
argued that the bookkeeping grades earned for the first quarter represent 
a more accurate relationship between achievement in bookkeeping and the 
abilities measured because of certain variables which m~ be absent at 
the beginning of the school year, yet ~ affect achievemant increasingly 
as the 7ear progresses. A few examples of such variables are gradual lo•a 
of interest in ~e course, increased absenteeism, and illness. On the 
other hand, it may be argued that becanse of the influence of these ver,v 
same variables the r' s based on the average grades for the year show the 
true relationship, as the real test of a student•·s auccess should be meas-
u~ed not by what he is able to do for a short duration with relatively 
few interferences• but by what he actually accompliBhes over a longer per-
iod deapite distracting interferences. 
Language Usage-II: Sentences showed the highest positive r in rela-
tion to the criterion for both the first quarter and the year, and Verbal 
Reasoning and Numerical Ability came in either in second or third place 
for both periods. Abstract Reasoning came in fourth plece. The range of 
forecasting efficiena,r for these four tests is reported aa 15 to 23 per 
cent. Lower correlations ~peared for Language Usage.Iz Spelling, 
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Ab stract Reasoning, and Clerical Speed and Accuracy. It should be said 
here that the Mechanical Reasoning test is of :no value whatsoever in pre-
dicting bookkeeping grades as shown by the very low negative eorfela.tio:n 
for the first quarter and equally low positive correlation for the year i:n 
this stud7, and the ver,r low negative correlation for the Gloucester atud7. 
However, its placement in the battery to measure differential aptitudes is 
further Justified by the results of this study. 
Mu1tiple correlation. Langnage Usage-II: Sentences and Numerical 
Ability did produce an R as high as .65 for the first quarter and as high 
as .70 for the ye~. Although the promise for forecasting efficiena,r for 
these R' s mq be only 24 and 29 per cent respectively. it mq be said that 
this is higher than one usually finds in studies based on the relation of 
aptitude teste and academic grades in general. As shown by the Rt s, 
Language Usage-lis Sentences combined with Numerical Ability; Langu.8i;e 
Usege-II: Sentences with Verbal Reasoning; and Langu.agt-Usage-II: 
Sentences combined with Abstract :Reasoning show the most promise in pre-
di c t i ng bookkeeping grades from the D.A.T. If a school can afford to ad-
minister only one test from this battery for placement of bookkeeping 
students, however, English Usage-II: Sentences could be the most promising 
predictor. The usual caution mst be added here that test reaul.ta ahould 
be used only in conjunction with all other available data about the 
i ndividual. 
LIMI~TIONS OF STUDY 
It i 1 recognized thf4,t bookkeeping achievement mq be evaluated by 
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the classroom teacher more objectively than many other high school sub-
jects, but the practice of using teacher's grades as the only criterion 
for success in the subject seems questionableG Studies have proved that 
teachers ' grades are unreliable as measures of success because of the 
subjective methods used in grading. It seems, therefore, that using an 
unreliable criterion to mea~e the prognostic value of an aptitude test 
that in 1 tself needs further validation before 1 t can be accepted vi th 
some confidence is a definite limitation of this stu~. AnJ further 
validation stud7 of the D.A.!. in relation to bookkeeping should include 
the results of an objective valid bookkeeping test as one of the criteria. 
Even if grades were arrived at objectively, one hundred per cent 
relationship would not be expected between traits measured by the tests 
and grades in view of the malcy' factors other than abilities which are res-
ponsibl e for grades. Specifically, in this study certain uncontrollable 
variables that affected achievement in bookkeeping were observed as 
followsz One student-, at least, who showed marked aptitude for bookkeep-
ing for the first quarter passed with a low average for bookkeeping for 
the year becsnse of illness which kept her awar from school for over 
eight weeks. The quality of another student's work suffered after a minor 
accident. She may have used the accident as a means for getting sympathy 
for poor work, or the accident mar have really upset her emotionally so 
that she was unable to show the usual intereat in the work. Certain 
extra-curricular activities may have drawn the attention of some students 
from their studies temporarily because of the immediate satisfaction they 
Me¥ have derived from performing before an audience. The lowering of the 
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quality of wrk during the student s11 participation in some extra-curricu-
lar activities ~ have been perhap1 responsible for even subsequent poor 
work because of the cumu.lative ne.ture ot bookkee-ping. 
A further weakness of this stud7 is that the cases tested were too 
few and too homogeneous as shown by a comparatively low mean I. Q,. of 
97.74 with 68~ of the cases falling between 87.23 and 108.15. A real 
effort was made to work vi th at least 100 cases by originally testing 
100 boys and girls. Eventually limiting the stud7 to only girls, how-
ever, reduced the cases available to only 85 ~rom only two neighboring 
communities. Due to these limitations, it is recognized that the number 
m&J not have been a representative group of all those who stu~ first-
year vocational bookkeeping on the secondary public school level. 
Another limitation of this study is that bookkeeping achievement 
measured at the end of the first year of studJ ~ not be a satisfactory 
indication of ~ccess in the field of bookkeepinge ~erefore, a correla-
tion studJ based on achievement of bookkeeping on this elementar,y level 
may not be a practical contribution to the field of guidance. When a 
student decides to study vocational bookkeeping, it is assumed that he 
usually plans over a two or even three-year period at the high school 
level; therefore he would perhaps be more interested to learn of the 
possibilities of his overall success in the course than his success only 
at the elementary level. If this is true, a validation study based on 
boo~eeping achievement measured after a two or three-year course m&J be 
more meaningful as far as the predictive aspects of the tests are 
concerned. 
--- ---··-·==== 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Since it has been indicated that differential psychology points 
to an immediate need for multiple measurement in aptitude testing, 
furth~r validation studies of test batteries, such as the Differentia! 
Aptitude Tests, must be made in relation to a variety of school subJects 
with larger N1 s to provide data from which generalizations may be drawn 
regarding the predictive value of tests. 
a. Correlation studies between the D.A.T. and intelligence tests 
are alw~s desirable to determine to what extent the two are measuring 
the same components. 
3. Using the test re~alts available for this study, a follow-up 
study of those continuing with advanced bookkeeping would be useful to 
show to what extent the D.A. T. results of this particular study group 
~ forecast achievement in more advanced bookkeeping. 
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